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Clutch Lever

Dnepr’s MT-9 Gearbox MT804
•Auto-Declutching feature: when you step on the shifter, gearbox automatically "pulls" the clutch for you!

•Unlike previous heavy motorcycle gearboxes; MT-9 is equipped with a reverse gear and a mechanism to 

automatically disengage the clutch when shifting gears.

•Reverse gear ratio is 3.67; forward gear ratios remain unchanged from previous K-650 / MT-8.

•Although new gearbox is 15 mm longer, it can be installed on all models produced by Kiev Motorcycle Plant 

(KMZ Dnepr) with small modifications.

•MT804 fits into Ural’s plunger frame (M-72, M-61, M-62), although snug and needs a shorter driveshaft.

Reverse and auto-clutch were added when the MT-804 gearbox was introduced to the Dnepr MT-9.
The right-side, hand-shift lever was naturally deleted.

Reverse Lever

Pedal Gear-Shift Lever

Clutch Lever

Kick-Start Lever

Input from

Engine / Clutch
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Dnepr MT804 “Dneprglide” or “Dneprmatic” Gearbox

•Due to the smoothness of gear-changing, MT804 gearbox often referred to as “Dneprglide” or 

“Dneprmatic,” due to automatic declutching mechanism.

• MT-804 Released Around 1971 with MT-9  and 1973 with MT-12 and MB-750M

• Installed in Models MT-9, MT-10, MT-10.36, MT-12 MB-750M, MB-650

• K-750M: Gearbox uses two types: 6204 or MT-804 (4-speed with reverse-gear and automatic 

disassociate mechanism when switching gears.)

•Dnepr MT804 gearbox came in 2 versions: 

oSolo: 4 - forward gears with no reverse gear fitted, but with the possibility of fitting a 5th gear.

oSidecar: 4 - forward gears with reverse gear.

•MT804 gearbox has two neutrals: 

oOne between 1st and 2nd gear (main neutral with neutral lamp on)

oOther neutral between 3rd and 4th ((intended for high-speed coasting on downhills)

oImportant to keep the declutching mechanism correctly adjusted.

•Dnepr MT-9 incorporated the new (1971) MT804 gearbox

oFrame lengthened by about 20mm to accommodate MT-804 gearbox.

oAll previous frames (K-650 / MT-8 and K-750) have shorter frame, using earlier (6204) gearbox. 

oOf the side valve models, only MT-12 has the longer frame as standard from the factory.
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Dnepr MT804 “Dneprglide” or “Dneprmatic” Gearbox (cont.)

•Model MT-804 Gear-Box (Dnepr-Glide, Dnepr-matic Auto-Clutching Gearbox)

oTwin-shaft, 4-speed with hand-lever reverse gear and automatic clutch when foot-shifting.

oVery simple and robust design.

▪Neutral between each speed

▪Reverse gear

▪Semi-automatic clutch mechanism

• MT Gearbox can be mounted on K-750, K-750M, K-650 and latest Ural models

oGearbox is 15-to-20 mm longer than previous model (6204) used in K-650 (MT-8) and K-750

▪ Can be installed on K-750 “long” chassis

▪ Can be retro-fitted to previous Dneprs: Requires new driveshaft  (Part #: MT905301)

▪ Can be installed on M-67.36: Requires shorter driveshaft assembly from M-63, M-66 (Part #: 

6305031)

▪ Other connecting elements (front end of input shaft and clutch rod, lock and flange 

crankcase) remained the same
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Time-Line of MT804 Gearbox
•MT-9 (1971): Kiev Motorcycle Factory (KMZ) introduced MT-9 model with several major technical 

improvements, such as MT 804 gearbox with reverse drive and automatic clutch-switch-off, a first 

for heavy motorcycles. “Neutral” marked by a lamp located in headlamp.

•MT-10 (1974), MT-10-36 (1976), MT-12 (1978), MT-11 (1984), MT-16 (1986)

•Dnepr MT-10.36: Successor to the K-650 and MT-9, old reliable frame allowed use of the gearbox 

with reverse. 

•MT-16 (KMZ 8.157-01) (1991 – Dnepr): “Solo” «Соло». Based on MT-11 and designed for use 

without side-car. Smaller wheels with 3.50x18 tires, “faster” main gear ratio (3.89:1). Reverse gear 

was factory-blocked, with warning in the manual about unblocking it.

•KMZ 8.157.02 (1991 – Dnepr): Main differences from the standard Dnepr were; the presence of 

special speedometer gearbox to accurately determine the speed with an accelerated main pair and 

new wheels, special reverse gear lever “blocked”.

•Ural" IMZ-8.103-10 (1987-1994): Differed from previous model (IMZ-8.103-30 (1985-1986)) by 

reverse.

•Military Models

oMB-750 (1964): Gearbox 6204

oMB-750M (1973): MT804 gearbox with reverse gear.

oMB-650 (1976): MT804 gearbox with reverse gear.

oMB-650M (1985): MT804 gearbox with reverse gear. Gear ratio of 1st was 4.11, instead of 3.60.
5



Ural (Урал) / Dnepr (Днепр) Sidecar Motorcycle Gearboxes
Ural (Урал) Model Production Engine (ccm3) HP / kW Engine Type Gearbox Gearbox Oil Gear Ratio: 1st / 2nd / 3rd /4th Reverse Gear

M-72 1941-1956 746 SV (1) 22 / 16 M-72 ZIS & 7204 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 No

M-72M 1956-1960 746 SV 22 / 16 M-72 7204, then 6204 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 No

M-61 (successor to M-72M) 1958-1961 649 OHV (1) 28 / 21 Ural 650 6204 (4) 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

M-62 (Ural-1) 1959-1965 649 OHV 28 / 21 Ural 650 6204 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

M-63 (Ural-2) 1965-1970 649 OHV 28 / 21 Ural 650 6204 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

M-66 (Ural-3) 1969-1975 649 OHV 32 / 24 Ural 650 6204 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 Yes

M-67 (IMZ-8.101) 1973-1979 649 OHV 32 / 24 Ural 650 6204 1.2 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 Yes

M-67.36 1976-1984 649 OHV 36 / 27 M67-36 6204 1.2 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 Yes

8.103-30 Series “650” 1984-1986 649 OHV 36 / 27 M67-36 6204 1.2 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 No

8.103-40 Series “650” 1987-1994 649 OHV 36 / 27 M67-36 6204 1.2 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 4.2?

“750”Series 2003-Present 745 OHV 41 / 29 Ural 750 6204 (5) 1.0 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.56/ 1.19 4.36

Dnepr (Днепр) Model Production Engine (ccm3) HP / kW Engine Type Gearbox Gearbox Oil Gear Ratio: 1st / 2nd / 3rd / 4th Reverse Gear

M-72 1951-1956 746 SV 22 / 16 M-72 7204 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 No

M-72N 1956-1959 746 SV 22 / 16 M-72 7204, then 6204 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 No

K-750 (9) 1958-1960 746 SV 26 / 19 K-750 7204-B 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 No

K-750B 1960-1964 746 SV 26 / 19 K-750 6204, then 7500 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 No

K-750M 1964-1977 746 SV 26 / 19 K-750 6204, then MT804 0.8, then 1.5 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 No / 3.67

MB-750 (MW-750) (8) 1964-1973 746 SV 26 / 19 K-750 6204, then 7500 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 No

K-650 (MT-8) 1967-1971 649 OHV 32 / 24 MT801 6204, then 7500 0.8 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 No

MB-750M (MW-750M) (8) 1973-1977 746 SV 26 / 19 K-750 6204, then MT804 0.8, then 1.5 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

K-650/MT-9 1971-1976 649 OHV 32 / 24 MT801 MT804 (6) 1.5 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

MT-10 1974-1976 649 OHV 32 / 24 MT801 MT804 1.5 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

MT-12 (Dnepr-12) 2WD / 1WD 1974-82 / 1982-85 746 SV 26 / 19 K-750 MT804 1.5 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

MB-650 / MB-650M (military) (8) 1971-73 / 1973-83 649 OHV 32 / 24 MT801 MT804 1.5 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

MT-10.36 1976-1985 649 OHV 36 / 27 MT10-36 MT804 1.5 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

MB-650M1 (military) (8) 1983-1994 649 OHV 36 / 27 MT10-36 MT804 (7) 1.5 liters 4.11 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

MT-11 (Dnepr-11) KMZ-8.155 1985-2005 649 OHV 32 / 24 MT10-32 MT804 (KMZ-8.15504000) 1.5 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

MT-16 (Dnepr-16) KMZ-8.922 1984-2005 649 OHV 32 / 24 MT10-32 MT804 (KMZ-8.15504000) 1.5 liters 3.6 / 2.28 / 1.7 / 1.3 3.67

Notes: 1. OHV = Overhead Valve, SV = Side Valve 7. MB-650M (1985): MT804 gearbox with reverse gear. Gear ratio of 1st gear was 4.11, instead of 3.60.

2. Gearbox ZiS, 6204 and 7204: Four-Speed, No Reverse 8. MB-650, MB-650M, MB-650M1, MB-750 and MB-750M are military. MB-750M is military MT-12

3. Gearbox MT804: Four-Speed + Reverse 9. In 1958, KMZ replaced M-72N with K-750.

4. Gearbox for M-61 differed from the gearbox for M-72 only by gearshift pad, catalog #’s of all the other parts coincide 10. 1st Gear ratio of 4.11 often quoted.

5. In 2007, Ural Upgraded the Gearbox

6. MT804 is Gearbox MT80400 
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Dnepr MT-9 / MT-10 Engine with MT804 Gearbox

Dnepr introduced the MT804 gearbox in 1971 with “Dnepr-glide”. 7

Clutch Lever

Reverse Lever

Output to Cardan



Dnepr MT-10.36 Engine with Gearbox

Dnepr’s MT-10.36 also uses the MT804 (MT804000) gearbox. 8

Clutch Lever

Reverse Lever

Output to Cardan



MB-650 / MT-11 / MT-16 Engine and Gearbox

Dnepr’s MB-650 and MT-11/16 used the MT804 (KMZ-8.15604000) gearbox.9



KMZ Dnepr MT-12

Direct Foot-Switch 

Gear-Change
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1 - countershaft; 2 – primary (input) shaft; 

3 - clutch release rod; 4 – dip-stick with breather; 

5 - case; 6 - spurious gear; 7 - parasitic gear axle; 

8 - gasket; 9 - cover; 10 - reverse handle; 

11 - clutch release lever; 12 - disk elastic coupling; 

13 – secondary (output) shaft; 14 - adjusting bolt; 

15 –oil- drain plug; 16 - shaft with trigger (kick-start) 

sector; 17 – gear-shift pedal

MT804 Gearbox with Reverse

17. Pedal

Gear-Shift

Lever

10. Reverse Lever

11. Clutch Lever



MT804 Gearbox with Reverse (cont.) 

1 – pedal gear-shift; 2 - cuff; 3 - sleeve; 4 - pin 

crank; 5 - spring hook; 6 - crank; 7 – shift-disk 

pin; 8 - crankcase; 9, 11 - shift forks, respectively 

3rd and 4th, 1st and 2nd gears; 10 - neutral sensor 

spring; 12 – gear-shift; 13 – reverse handle lever; 

14 - handle lock; 15 - neutral sensor pin; 

16 - clamp spring; 17 - retainer; 18 – reverse fork; 

19 - crankcase cover;  20 - roller forks; 21 - recess 

in the switch disk;  22 - inclusion of a backing 

lever; 23 – dog (pawl) spring; 24 - dog (pawl) 

roller; 25 - dog switching mechanism; 26 - slotted 

nut; 27 - swivel spring; 28 - fixed stop; 

29 - pedal shaft 
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1. Pedal

Gear-Shift

Lever

13. Reverse

Lever



MT804 Gearbox with Reverse (MT-9)

Reverse Lever

Reverse Lever

Kick-Start Lever

Kick-Start Lever

Clutch Lever Clutch Lever

Pedal Gear-Shift Lever

Pedal

Gear-Shift 

Lever

Pedal Gear-Shift Lever

Pedal Gear-Shift Lever
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Dnepr MT804 Gearbox with Reverse

Dnepr MT804 Gearbox with Reverse

Vendor ID: 002.803

List Price: 525€ NOS, HQ bearings & seals

(www.oldtimergarage.eu) Dnepr Gearbox MT804 with Reverse

Vendor ID: 004.214

List Price: 340.00€ Factory Condition 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Reverse

Lever

Reverse Lever

Reverse Lever

Pedal 

Gear-Shift

Lever

Pedal 

Gear-Shift

Lever

Kick-Start Lever
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Gearbox Restored

Part #: KM3-8.15604000

Dnepr 11/16

List Price: $263.95 Re-Built

(www.ebay.com)

Restored Gearbox – KMZ -8.15604000

15

Gearbox

Dnepr MT-11/16

Part #: KM3-8.15604000

List Price: $355 new

(soviet-moto.com)



MT-9 / MT-10 Engine with MT804 Gearbox (MT80400)

Note: MT-9 / MT-10 / MT-10.36 Air Filter in Oil Bath

MT-11 / MT-16
MT-9 / MT-10 MT-10.36

16

MT804101 Casing
KMZ-8.15504101 Casing

Note: External 

Air Filter Path

• Two Different Types of Gearbox Casings

o Oil-Bath Air-Filter for MT-9 / MT-10 / MT-10.36: MT804101

o External Air-Filter for M-11 / MT-16: KMZ-8.15504101



Casing Assembly

MT-11/16

Part #: KMZ-8.15504100

94.00€

(easthighway.com)

Newer Casing (KMZ-8.15504100) for Gearbox MT804  

Gearbox Housing w/cover for MT804

Dnepr MT-11/16

184.50€

(moto-boxer.com)

Dnepr Gearbox Housing

MT-11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

Part #: KMZ-8.15504100

$90.09

(www.ebay.com)
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Gearbox MT804: Old vs. New Version

Gearbox MT804, New Version

List Price: 448.95€ NOS

Part #: KMZ-8.1550410

(moto-boxer.com)

Gearbox MT804, Old Version

List Price: 569.49€ NOS

Part #. MT804

(moto-boxer.com)

The older version of the MT804 has the built-in air passage, 

whereas the newer version has a mount for  an external air filter. 18

Old Crankcase

Newer Crankcase



Type I for Air-Filter for MT-11/16

(KMZ-8.15504101)

Type II for Air-Filter MT-11/16

(KMZ-8.15504101)

Oil-Bath Air-Filter for MT-9/10

(MT 804101)

Three Different Types of MT804  Gearbox Casing; 
for Oil-Bath Filter (MT-9/10), and Two Types for Air Filter (MT-11/16)

19

An early version of the MT804 (with an air filter mount cast into the gearbox)
was later replaced with a version with a plastic canister mount).



Gearbox Casing

MT-10.36

Part #: MT804100

123.00€

(www.easthighway.com)

Older Casing (MT804101) for Gearbox MT804 

20

Gearbox Сasing (oil filter) 

for Dnepr (MT, MB), K-750

Part #: МТ804101

List Price: $100.00 new

(www.ebay.com)



MT804 Gearbox Housing w/cover Fits: Dnepr-11/16

Contains: KMZ-8.15504100 (KM3-8.15504100), KMZ-8.15504101 (KM3-8.15504101)

ref. MT804145, MT804115, MT804113, MT804103, MT804149, 221605, MT804130, MT804131, MT804134, MT804569, 7204151, 

KMZ-8.15204155 (KM3-8.15204155), 7204152, MT804129, MT804201, 303, 304, MT804231, MT804229, MT804211,

KMZ-8.12504156 (KM3-8.12504156), 7204154, 7204157, 75004122, 7500123, 7500125 

List Price: 184.50€

(moto-boxer.com)

Gearbox MT804 Housing (newer version w/o air intake)
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MT804 Gearbox Casing (MB-650 / MT-11 / MT-16)

Reverse Gear Lever for Gearbox MT804

Vendor ID: 003.659

List Price: 12.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Gear Lever Shaft Dnepr Reverse Gearbox

(all Dnepr gearboxes with reverse gear)

Part #: MT 804121-A

List Price: 15.99€

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Gear shaft lever assembly (MT804121-A)

Dnepr-11/16

List Price: $7

(soviet-moto.com)

Gear shaft lever assembly

(MT804121-A)

Dnepr-11/16

List Price: 13.20€

(easthighway.com)

Gear Shaft Lever Assembly

MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804121-A

Vendor ID: 003.659

List Price: 12.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Reverse gear lever MT804

Part #: MT804505, MT804507, 

MT804515, 250464 

List Price: 19.93€ NOS

(moto-boxer.com)

Gear Change Lever Reverse Gear

List Price: 4.99€

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Reverse Lever

Part #: MT804507

Dnepr MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

$9.85 

(www.ebay.com)

Reverse Lever

Part #: MT804507

Dnepr MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

List price: $8.95 

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Reverse gear lever MT804

Part #: MT804507

List Price: 11.93€

(moto-boxer.com)

Gear-Change Lever, MT8040

Vendor ID: 000.641

List Price: 8.07€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)
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Note: 

External Air Filter

#1 Stopper, Dnepr (MT804)

Vendor ID: 003.890

List Price: 5.50€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Neutral Indicator Contact
Part #: MT804517-A



MT-9 / MT-10 / MT-10.36 Gearbox Casing
Part # Description

MT804100 Gearbox assy

MT804101 Gearbox

MT804103 Bushing

MT804107 Buffer bolt

MT804109 Buffer

MT804111 Strap

MT804113 Axle

MT804115 Axle

MT804121 Lever assy

MT804129 Ring

MT804130 Seal assy

MT804131 Seal (gland)

MT804134 Spring

MT804135 Washer

MT804137 Stop

MT804145 Shaft

MT804149 Stop

MT804505 Handle assy

MT804507 Handle

MT804515 Index pin

MT804517 Contact plug

MT804519 Gasket

MT804569 Gasket

7204151 Seal assy

7204152 Seal

7204154 Spring

201415-п Bolt

221605-п8 Screw

250511-п8 Nut

250762-п8 Nut

250763-п8 Nut

252002-п8 Washer

252005-п8 Washer

252155-п2 Washer

258002-п2 Cotter pin

258615-п15 pin
23

Axle for Reverse Lever

Part #: MT804121-A 

Neutral Indicator Contact

Part #: MT804517-A

Lever for reverse gear

Part #: MT804507

Dnepr’s MT-10.36 continued has a removable rear cover.

Primary Shaft Seal (32x45x7)

Part #: 7204151



Gearbox Сasing (external air filter) for Dnepr (MT)

Gearbox Сasing (external air filter) for Dnepr (MT)

Part #: KMZ-8.15504101

List Price: $70.00 New

(www.ebay.com)

An early version of the MT804 (with an air filter mount cast into the gearbox)
was later replaced with a version with a plastic canister mount). 24



MT804 Tracking Chart

25

Structure / Model MT-9 / MT-10 / MT-10.36 MB-650 MT-11 MT-16

Casing MT804101 MT804101 MT804100 or KMZ-8.15504101 MT804100 or KMZ-8.15504101

Front Cover MT804201 MT804201 MT804201 MT804201

Primary       Assembly MT804300 MT804300 MT804300 MT804300

(input, clutch)             Shaft KMZ-8.15604301 KMZ-8.15604301

Shaft                3rd Gear MT804303 (6) (17 or 18 teeth) MT804303 (6) (17 or 18 teeth) MT804303 (6) (17 or 18 teeth) MT804303 (6) (17 or 18 teeth)

4th Gear MT804305 (20 teeth) MT804305 (20 teeth) MT804305 (20 teeth) MT804305 (20 teeth)

Reverse Gear

Secondary                Assembly MT804400 KMZ-8.15604400 KMZ-8.15604400

(output, main)                Shaft MT804401 MT804401 MT804401

Shaft Assy             1st Gear MT804403 (2) KMZ-8.15604403 (36 or 37 teeth) KMZ-8.15604403 (36 or 37 teeth)

2nd Gear MT804405 (7) (29 or 32 teeth) MT804405 (7) (29 or 32 teeth) MT804405 (7) (29 or 32 teeth)

3rd Gear MT804407 (4) (26 or 29 teeth) MT804407 (4) (26 or 29 teeth) MT804407 (4) (26 or 29 teeth)

4th Gear MT804409 (3) (28 or 29 teeth) MT804409 (3) (28 or 29 teeth) MT804409 (3) (28 or 29 teeth)

Reverse Gear MT804411 (33 teeth) MT804411 MT804411 MT804411

Kick-Start          Assembly MT804590 MT804590 MT804590 MT804590

Lever MT804623 MT804623 MT804623 MT804623

Shaft MT804591 MT804591 MT804591 MT804591

Quadrant MT804593 MT804593 MT804593 MT804593

Notes: 1. Primary Shaft contains ?? and ??? Gear.

2. Secondary Shaft 1st Gear (MT804403) can be 36 teeth.

3. Secondary Shaft 3rd Gear MT804407 can be 28 or 29 teeth.

4. Secondary Shaft 4th Gear (MT804409) can be 26 or 29 teeth.

5. Kick-Start Assembly (MT804590) includes

6.   (MT804303) includes 17 or 18 teeth   7. Secondary Shaft 2nd Gear (MT804405) can be 29 or 32 teeth.



“Indirect” 7204 / 6204 Gear-Shift vs. “Direct” Gear-Shift of MT804

M-72, K-750, BMW R71 Gearbox

List Price: £45.00

(www.ebay.co.uk)

Dual-Pedal 

Gear-Shift

Dual-Pedal 

Gear-Shift
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Oval Gear-Shift

Cover

Gear-Shift Sleeve

Part of Casing

Oil-Fill

Dnepr’s MT804 gearbox introduced the sleeve containing the 
pedal gear-shift axle in a direct connection to the switching mechanism.



Primary (input / clutch) and Secondary (output / main) Shafts

Gear Shaft Assembly

Part #: KM3-8.15604300

List Price: $58 

Dnepr MT-11/16

(soviet-moto.com)

Gear Shaft Assembly

Part #: KM3-8.15604400

Dnepr MT-11/16

List Price: $80

(soviet-moto.com)

Input from 

Engine / Clutch

Output to 

Drive Shaft

1st Gear

4th Gear
3rd and 2nd Gear

Gear Shaft Assemblies

Part #: KM3-815604300/400/300

Dnepr 11/16

List Price: $135

(soviet-moto.com)

27

1st Gear

4th Gear
3rd and 2nd Gear



Gear shaft assembly 

(KM3-8.15604300)

Dnepr-11/16

List Price: $58

(soviet-moto.com)

Gear Shaft Assembly 

(KM3-815604300/400)

Dnepr-11/16

List Price: $135

(soviet-moto.com)

MT804 Gear Shaft Primary (Input) and Secondary (Output) Assemblies

Gear shaft assembly 

(KM3-8.15604400)

Dnepr-11/16

List Price: $80

(soviet-moto.com)

Primary Shaft gearbox assembly

Dnepr MT-11/16

Part #: KM3- 815604300

$84.55 New

(www.ebay.com)
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Primary Shaft with Secondary Assembly

KMZ 815604300/400

List Price: 1,465 00 rubles

(dneprmoto.com.ua)

Dnepr (MT) Gearbox Primary & Secondary Shafts

Part #: 67584392 

List Price: £99.00 Direct from factory

(www.ebay.co.uk)



Gearbox 1st Shaft ( without gears) for Dnepr (MT), K-750

Part #: MT804301

List Price: $40.00

(www.ebay.com)

Gearbox 1st Shaft Gears

Fits: Dnepr (MT), K-750

List Price: $17.00 2 pcs.

(www.ebay.com)Gearbox 1st and 2nd Shaft (with gears)

Fits: Dnepr, K-750

Part #: KMZ-8.15604300, KMZ-8.15604400

List Price: $121.00 

(www.ebay.com)

Input Primary Shaft

Fits: DNEPR MT Reverse Gearbox

List Price: $57.12

(www.ebay.com)
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Shaft

Part #: KM3-8.15604301

Dnepr MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

List Price: $41.75

(www.ebay.com)

Input Shaft Dnepr MT-10.36 with gears and bearings

Vendor ID: S443-MT10

List price: 50.41€ made in Ukraine

Content: Input shaft KM3-8.15604301, Gear MT804303, 

Gear MT804305, Bearing 205, Sliding bushing MT804309

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Primary Shaft of MT-804 Gearbox

Gearbox 1st and 2nd Shaft (old Type) for Dnepr (MT), K-750

Part #: МТ804300 and МТ804400

List Price: $143.00

(www.ebay.com)



Gear Shaft Assembly

Dnepr MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: KM3-8.15604400

List Price: $75.60 

(www.ebay.com)

Gearbox Main Shaft Set for MT804 Gearbox

3.60 1st Ratio, Dnepr

Part #: 15604403

Vendor ID: 000.626

List Price: 125.00€ military quality

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Mainshaft Set for M-72, K-750, Ural 650

Vendor ID: 004.650

1st gear: 36 teeth, 2nd gear: 32 teeth,

3rd gear: 29 teeth, 4th gear: 26 teeth 

Vendor ID: 004.660

List Price: 160.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

MT804 Secondary (Main) Shaft Assembly 

Gearbox Primary and Secondary Shaft for 

Dnepr, K-750

KMZ-8.15604300, KMZ-8.15604400

List Price: $121.00 

(www.ebay.com)

Gearbox Shaft with Reverse Gear

Fits: Dnepr MT, K-750, MB

List Price: $141.44 new

(www.ebay.com)
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1st Gear Standard: 3.6 (36 teeth / 10 teeth) vs. Optional: 4.11 (37 teeth / 9 teeth)

1st Gear MT804, 36 teeth

List Price: 31.98€ NOS

Part #: MT804403

(moto-boxer.com)

1st Gear MT804, 37 teeth

List Price: 29.52€

Part #: MT804403

(moto-boxer.com)

Input Shaft, Complete MT804

for 1st gear relation of 10 x36 

List Price: 123.00€ NOS

Part #: MT804300

(moto-boxer.com)

Input Shaft, Complete 9 x 37

MT804

Part #: MT804300

List Price: 123.00€ NOS

(moto-boxer.com)

36T

Gear 1-speed (1st) 36 Teeth 

Part #: MT804403

List Price: $18

(soviet-moto.com)

Gear Shaft Assembly

Part #: KM3-8.15604300

List Price: $58 

Dnepr MT-11/16

(soviet-moto.com)

Standard Primary (input) Shaft Optional Primary (input) Shaft

1st gear may be optimized for torque by substituting the factory 36-tooth gear 
with a 37-tooth gear, and a mating 9-tooth gear. 31

Input & Output Shafts (9x37 ratio of first gear), MT804

Part #: MT804300 + MT804400

List Price: 295.20€ Complete

(moto-boxer.com)

Optional Shaft assembly for 

Dnepr (MT), K-750

1st Gear - 37 teeth

Part #: KMZ-8.15604400

List Price: $75.00 New

www.ebay.com

37T



MT-10.36 and MT-12 Gear Shift Pattern
•Trigger (kick-start) lever is located on the left-side and 

serves to start the engine.

•Gear-shift pedal is located on the left-side of the gearbox 

and has two bearing pads. The toe of the driver’s foot is 

placed on one when shifting gears, and the heel on the 

other. When you press the pedal with the toe, the gears 

switch from higher-to-lower, when you press the heel: 

from lower-to-higher. After each pressing the pedal 

automatically returns to its original position. As the pedal 

is disconnected from the middle position, the clutch 

disengages as well.

•Reverse gear shift handle is located on the gearbox on 

the right-side and has two positions: reverse, where the 

gear is off,  and forward, where the gear is on.
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Lever

Part #: MT804217

33

Kick-Start Shaft Seal (2X20X34)

Part #: МТ75004122

Bracket

Part #: MT804211

Lever with pins

Part #: MT804215

Gearbox Cover Assembly

Part #: MT804200-A

Dnepr MT-11/16

List Price: $45

(soviet-moto.com)

Gearbox Cover Assembly for MT804

Part #: MT804200-A

MT-11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

List Price: $51.98 

(www.ebay.com)

MT-9 / MT-10 / MT-10.36 Gearbox Front Cover

Dnepr’s MT-9 introduced the removable front cover.



Part # Description

KMZ-

8.15204156

Driveshaft Seal (gland) 

36X48X8

MT804129 Rubber ring  

MT804200 Cover assembly  

MT804201 Cover plate  

MT804217 Lever  

MT804229 Pin 8x36  

MT804231 Axle  

MT804611 Dipstick  

011407 Gasket 14.5  

303 Ball bearing 17x47x14  

201428 Bolt M6x40  

250511 Nut M8x1  

252004 Washer 6  

258000 Cotter pin 1.5x10  

7201134-A Bottom plug  

75004122 Starting shaft gland  

75005137 Plug  

Gearbox MT804 Front Cover (MB-650 / MT-11 / MT-16)

Gearbox Cover Assembly (MT804200-A)

Fits: Dnepr 11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

List Price: $47.25

(dnepr-kiev.com)
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Bracket

Part #: MT804211

Lever

Part #: MT804217

Lever with pins

Part #: MT804215

Dnepr’s final model, the MT-11/16, continued with the removable front cover.



Dnepr MT804 Gearbox

•Semi-automatic clutch release mechanism allows one to change gears without pushing the clutch 
lever. Another important benefit is that Dnepr gearbox has a reverse gear. It’s especially important for 
those who ride bikes without sidecars, because there is a possibility to replace a reverse gear with a 5th

gear.
•Foot pedal for engagement of four gears for forward, hand lever for engagement of gear for reverse.
•Pedal gear-shift is arranged at the left-hand side of the gearbox and has two supporting pads. In the 
process of gear-shifting the driver's foot toe is put on one pad and the heel on the other pad. When the 
pedal is depressed by the toe, the gears are shifted from the higher-to-lower ones and 1st gear is 
engaged from the neutral position. When the pedal is depressed by the heel, the gears are shifted from 
lower-to-higher gears.

•After being depressed each time the pedal returns to initial position. As the pedal deviates from the 
middle position, the process of clutch release occurs too. 

1st and Neutral

2nd, 3rd and 4th 
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“Indirect” vs. “Direct” Gear-Shifting (7204 / 6204 vs. MT804)

36

7204 Gearbox 6204 Gearbox MT804 Gearbox

The pedal gear-shift has evolved from the indirect mechanism of 7204 / 6204.



•Reverse Handle (10) has two positions; rear - reverse gear disengaged; front - reverse gear engaged.

•Kick-Start Lever (12) for starting the engine and is at the left-hand side of the motorcycle.

•Pedal Gear-Shift Pedal (13) at the left-hand side of gearbox. In the process of gear-shifting, driver's foot toe is 

put on one pad and the heel on the other pad. When the pedal is depressed by the toe, gears are shifted from 

the higher-to-lower ones and 1st gear is engaged from the main neutral position. When the pedal is  

depressed by the heel, the gears are shifted from the lower-to-higher ones. After being depressed each time 

the pedal returns to the initial position. As the pedal deviates from the middle position, the process of clutch 

release occurs too.  

•Clutch is controlled by lever (15). Upon pressing on the lever the clutch is released. Upon return of the lever 

to the initial position the clutch becomes engaged. The clutch is to be used in getting away, in braking and in 

gear shifting.

12. Kick-Start Lever
15. Clutch Lever

10. Reverse Lever

13. Pedal Gear-Shift

37

Lever Locations



MT804 Extra Gear Options

3rd & 4th Gear Set MT804,

Input shaft standard 20 and 17 teeth

List Price: 31.98€

Part #: MT804303, MT804305

(moto-boxer.com)

4th Gear Set ("long") 22x25 MT804

22 and 25 teeth

List Price: 49.82€

Part #: MT804409, MT804305

(moto-boxer.com)

17T 20T
22T 25T

38The pedal gear-shift has evolved from the indirect mechanism of 7204 / 6204.



Rod, Dnepr (gearbox MT804)

Part #: MT803621

Vendor ID: 003.897

List Price: 4.70€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Spring, rods, stop 

(7204328, MT803621, MT803622, MT804212)

Dnepr 11/16, MT9, MT10-36

List Price: $5.25

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Clutch Release Rod

Fits: MT-9, MT-10.360

Part #: MT803621

List Price: 2.20€ New

(easthighway.com)

Spring, rods, stop 

(7204328, MT803621, MT803622, MT804212)

Dnepr 11/16, MT9, MT10-36

List Price: $4.35

(www.ebay.com)

Semi-automatic clutch release mechanism MT804

ref. 7204328, MT803621, MT803622, MT804212)

Dnepr 11/16, MT9, MT10-36

List Price: 9.84€

(moto-boxer.com)

Semi-Automatic Clutch Release Rod for Gearbox MT804

Strap for Gearbox MT804, 3 mm thick

Part #: MT804212

Vendor ID: 003.896

List Price: 5.50€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Cover Plate for Gearbox MT804, 3 mm thick

MT-11/16

Part #: MT804212

Vendor ID: 003.896

List Price: 3.80€ New

(easthighway.com)
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Part # Description

MT804300 Shaft assembly  

MT804303 Gear wheel  

MT804305 Gear wheel  

MT804309 Coupling  

MT804311 Rubber ring  

MT804425 Key 5x6  

MT804516 Washer  

MT804563 Spring  

MT804565-A Washer  

MT804567-A Bushing  

MT804571 Rubber ring  

MT804581-01 Gear wheel  

MT804583-01 Gear wheel  

MT804585 Washer  

MT804587 Spring  

MT804590 Kickstarter 

shaft assembly  

MT804591 Kickstarter 

shaft  

MT804593 Quadrant  

MT804594 Bushing  

72N04422 Kickstarter 

lever rubber  

205 Ball bearing 

25x52x15  

221605 Screw M6x16  

250511 Nut M8x1  

252155 Spring washer 8  

7204417 Wedge bolt  
40

Gear

Part #: MT804305

Primary Shaft, Dnepr

Old Type 14-Teeth

Part #: KMz-8. 15604301

Kick axle + lever. conversion set w 

splines

Part #: MT804590 + MT804623alt

Spring

Part #: MT804587
Gear

Part #: MT804581

Kickstart quadrant

Part #: MT804593

Kick shaft + quadrant, for kickarm with 

conical bolt

Part #: MT804590

Gear

Part #: MT804303

Gear

Part #: MT804583

Kick-Start Arm

Part #: MT804623

Gearbox MT804 Primary and Kick-Start Shafts 
(MT-9 / MT-10 / MT-10.36 / MB-650 / MT-11 / MT-16)



MT-9 / MT-10 1st (MT804403) and 2nd (MT804405) Gear for MT804
1st Gear MT804, 36 teeth

Part #: MT804403 

List Price: 31.98€

(moto-boxer.com)

2nd Gear 

Part #: MT804405

Fits: MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

List Price: $14.25

(picclick.com)

Main Shaft Driven 2nd Gear

Part #: MT804405

Vendor ID: 000.610

List Price: 20.00 € 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Dnepr MT Gearbox 36 teeth

1st Gear Secondary Shaft 

Part #: МТ804403

List Price: £11.00 

www.ebay.co.uk

1st Gear (36 teeth), Dnepr

Part #: MT804403

List Price: $14.00

www.ebay.com

Gear 2-speed

Part #: MT804405

List Price: $13

(soviet-moto.com)

Dnepr MT Gearbox 2nd Gear

Secondary Shaft 32 teeth

Part #: МТ804405 

List Price: £11.00 

(www.ebay.co.uk)
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1st Gear

2nd Gear
Main Shaft Driven 1st Gear 

Dnepr 36 teeth

Part #: KMZ15604403 

Vendor ID: 000.609

List Price: 16.00€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)



Main Shaft Driven 1st Gear for Dnepr

MT804305

List Price: 220 rubles

(mazepper.ru)
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4th Gear Dnepr, 26 teeth 

Part #: MT804409

EUR 24.99 Original 

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

3rd (MT804407) and 4th (MT804409) Gears for Gearbox MT804 

Mates with MT804305 on Clutch Shaft

3rd Gear MT804, Output Shaft

Part #: MT804407 

List Price: 31.98€

(moto-boxer.com)

Main Shaft Driven 3rd Gear

Part #: MT804407

Vendor ID: 000.611

List Price: 16.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

18:28 Straight, Long 3rd Gears

Part #: MT804407 + MT804303

Vendor ID: 000.521

List Price: 54.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

4th Gear of Secondary Shaft (26 teeth)

Part #: MT804409

List Price: 140 rubles

(dneprmoto.com.ua)

Gear 4-speed

Fits: MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804409

List Price: $14.25

(www.ebay.com)

Gear 4-speed 26 Teeth

Part #: MT804409

List Price: $13

(soviet-moto.com)

Dnepr MT 3rd Gear Secondary Shaft 

29 teeth

Part #: MT804407 

List Price: £11.00 

(www.ebay.co.uk)

Gear 3-speed 

(MT804407)

List Price: $15

(soviet-moto.com)
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3rd Gear

4th Gear



PIC

1st gear, Dnepr old type, 36 tooth

Part #: MT804403

2nd Gear, Dnepr all types, 32 teeth

Part #: MT804405

3rd Gear, Dnepr all types, 29 teeth

Part #: MT804407

4th Gear, Dnepr all types, 29 teeth

Part #: MT804409

Reverse Gear, 33 teeth

Part #: MT804411

Secondary Shaft (MT-9 / MT-10 MT-10.36 / MB-650 / MT-11 / MT-16)

Pignon, Reverse Gear

Part #: MT804595

Bushing for speedometer drive

Part #: 7204232

MT804577

Gearbox Output Fork Flange

The leading disk of the elastic coupler (MT804577) 
is found on the output of the gear box of the secondary shaft.

Main Shaft Gearbox

Dnepr MT-11/16

Part #: MT804401

Vendor ID: 000.602

List Price: 55.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Output shaft, reverse gearbox

For all Dnepr reverse gearboxes

(early and new style)

Part #: MT804401

EUR 32,98€

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Gear Shaft

MT-11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

Part #: MT804401

$18.65

(www.ebay.co.uk)

Gear Shaft

MT-11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

Part #: MT804401

List Price: 345,00 kr

(www.henriksson.ee)
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1st Gear - 37 Teeth (KMZ-8.15604403) for MB-650 Gearbox MT804 

Gear 1-speed 37 Teeth

Fits: MT-11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

Part #: KMZ-8.15604403

List Price: $19.75

(www.ebay.com)

Gear Wheel of I gear (37 cogs)

Fits: MT-11/16

Part #: KMZ-8.15604403

List Price: 20.00€

(easthighway.com)

1st gear MT804, 37 teeth

Part #: MT804403 

List Price: 24.60€

(moto-boxer.com)

Gear of 1st Transfer (37 teeth)

Part #: MT804403

List Price: $14.00

(www.ebay.com)

1st Gear (2nd shaft, 37 teeth)

Part #: MT804403

List Price: 155 rubles

(dneprmoto.com.ua)

Dnepr MT Gearbox 1st Gear 

Secondary Shaft, 37 teeth

Part #: МТ804403 

List Price: £11.00 

(www.ebay.co.uk)
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MB-650 / MT-11 / MT-16 use a secondary shaft (KMZ-8.15604403) 

with an optional 37 tooth 1st gear, yielding a gear ratio of 4.11.

1st Gear



Gear Coupling, MT804

Part #: MT804419

List Price: 16.97€

(moto-boxer.com) Gear Set Dnepr MT804, Output Shaft

Part #: MT804403, MT804405, MT804407, MT804409

List Price: 109.47€, 4 pcs (NOS)

(moto-boxer.com)

Gear Synchronizer, MT804

List Price: 22.76€ NOS

Part #: MT80441

(moto-boxer.com)
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MT804 (MT-9 / MT-10) Secondary Shaft

47

Part # Desc.

MT804400 shaft assy

MT804401 shaft

MT804403 1st gear

MT804405 2nd gear

MT804407 3rd gear

MT804409 4th gear

MT804411 reverse gear

MT804413 bushing

MT804414 bushing

MT804415 bushing

MT804417 coupling

MT804419 coupling

MT804421 washer

MT804423 washer

MT804425 key

MT804573 disc, assy

MT804575 gear

MT804577 disc

MT804579 washer

MT804580 gasket

MT804595 gear

7204232 bushing

75004237-A nut

7204245 gear

201418-П8 bolt

258041-П2 cotter pin

304 ball bearing

•Mounted on two bearings and  splined crown for reverse gear.
•Two spline couplings are pressed on the shaft, held from turning by keys.
•1st, 2nd and 3rd gears rotate freely on metal-ceramic bushings.
•4th gear rotates freely on bronze bushing. 
•Gears with the shaft are connected with the help of movable clutch gear.
•No special lubricant supply to the rubbing surfaces. 



MT804 (MT-10.36, MT-11/-16) Secondary Shaft

48

Secondary Shaft

Part #: MT804401

PIC

1st gear, Dnepr old type, 36 tooth

Part #: MT804403

2nd Gear, Dnepr all types, 32 teeth

Part #: MT804405

3rd Gear, Dnepr all types, 29 teeth

Part #: MT804407

4th Gear, Dnepr all types, 29 teeth

Part #: MT804409

Reverse Gear, 33 teeth

Part #: MT804411

Pignon, Reverse Gear

Part #: MT804595

Bushing for speedometer drive

Part #: 7204232



Selector for MT804

Part #:MT804520

Vendor ID: 000.495

List Price: 25.00  

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Dnepr MT804520

List Price: $8.14 New

(www.ebay.com)

Shifting Cam for MT804

MT- 11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36, K-750, MB-750

Part #: MT804520

List Price: $9.86

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Shifting Cam for MT804

Part  #: MT804520

List Price: $13.00

(www.ebay.com)

Shifting Cam for MT804

Part  #: MT804520

List Price: $17.60

(www.ebay.com)

Gear Selector for MT804 (Quadrant Disc)
Selector Pawl for Gearbox MT804

Vendor ID: 003.885

List Price: 6.50€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)
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Gear-Change Lever

KM3-8.15204615

List Price: 13.99€ 

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Selector Arm, Splined

Dnepr

Part #: MT804540

List Price: 8.99€

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Crank

MT-11/16

Part #: MT804540

List Price: 8.30€

(easthighway.com)

Selector Lever, Dnepr

Part #: MT804540

Vendor #: 000.494

List Price: 15.12€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Crank 

Part #: MT804540)

Dnepr 11/16, MT-9, MT-10.37, K-750, MB-750

List Price: $1.99

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Crank (кривошип)

Part #: MT804540

List Price: 80.00 rubles

(dneprmoto.com.ua)



MT-9  / MT-10 / MT-10.36 Gear-Shift Mechanism

Spring

Part #: MT804533

Fork of 1st/2nd Gear

Part #: MT804557

Fork of Reverse Gear

MT804561-A

Fork of 3rd/4th Gear

Part #: MT804559

Selector

Part #: MT80452

Pawl

Part #: MT804530
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Crank

Part #: MT804540

Axle for Selector Forks

Part #: MT804555Dnepr’s MT-9 introduced the pedal-only gear-shift with the 

MT804 gearbox, and continued with the MT-10.36.

Fixator, gear-Change

Part #: MT804502

Spring Gear-Selector Disc

Part #: MT804501

Gear-Change Pedal Complete

Part #: MT804615

Spring, Gear-Change Pedal

Part #: MT804537

Part # Desc.

MT804501 spring

MT804502 clamp

MT804520 disc

MT804530 pawl

MT804533 spring

MT804535 axle

MT804537 spring

MT804540 crank

MT804553 washer

MT804555 axle

MT804557 fork

MT804559 fork

MT804561 fork

MT804615 Pedal

250877-П8 nut

252004-П8 washer

252005-П8 washer

258002-П2 cotter pin

258014-П2 cotter pin



Fixator, gear-Change

Part #: MT804502
Spring Gear-Selector Disc

Part #: MT804501

Selector Cam

Part #: MT804520

Spring, Gear-Change Pedal

Part #: MT804537

Axle for Selector Forks

Part #: MT804555

Selector Fork

Part #: MT804557

Selector Fork

Part #: MT804559

Reverse Fork

Part #: MT804561-А

Gear-Change Pedal Complete

Part #: MT804614

MB-650 / MT-11 / MT-16 Gear-Shift Mechanism

Crank

Part #: MT804540

Pawl

Part #: MT804530

Spring

Part #: MT804533

Part # Description

KMZ-8.15211847-

02
Pedal pad  

MT804501 Spring  

MT804502 Fixator  

MT804520 Disk  

MT804530 Pawl  

MT804533 Spring  

MT804535 Axle  

MT804537 Spring  

MT804540 Crank  

MT804555 Axle  

MT804557 Fork of I-II 

gear  

MT804559 Fork of III-

IV gear  

MT804561-A Fork of 

reverse 

gear  

250877 Nut M8x1  

252004 Washer 6  

252005 Washer 8  

258000 Cotter pin 

1.5x10  

258013 Cotter pin 

2x16  

Gearshift Pawl Cliquet

Dnepr-11/16

List Price: $7 New

(soviet-moto.com)

Gearbox Pawl, Dnepr

Fits: MB-650

Vendor ID: 003.264

List Price: 7.50€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Pawl

Fits: M-72, K-750 Dnepr MT

Part #: MT804530 

List Price: $5.20 NOS

(www.ebay.com)

Switching gear Pawl for Dnepr

List Price: $3.00

(www.ebay.com)

Pawl (MT804530)

MT-11/16, MT-9, MT-

10.36, K-750, MB-750

List Price: $4.95

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Pawl (MT804530) 

Fits: MT-11/16, MT-9, 

MT10.36, K-750, MB-750

List Price: $5.45

(www.ebay.com)

Pawl or “Dog” (собачка)

Part #: MT804530

List Price: 35 rubles

(dneprmoto.com.ua)

Pawl Gear, Dnepr

Part #: MT804530

List Price: 5.99€ Original

(www.ural-zentrale.de)
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Dnepr MT804 Gearbox with Reverse and with e-Start

Dnepr Gearbox with Reverse Dnepr Gearbox with  E-Starter
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MT804 Gearbox Assembly

Dnepr Gearbox Assembly

Fits: MT-9, MT-10, MT-10.36, MT-12, K-750M

List Price: $280.00 NOS

(www.ebay.com)

Gearbox 

Fits: Dnepr-11/16

Part #: KM3-8.15604000

List Price: $355 New

(soviet-moto.com)

The absolute best gearbox from USSR is the Dnepr MT804, or dneprmatic. 53



Dnepr Gearbox with Reverse Gear and Electric Starter Flange

Dnepr Gearbox, with Reverse Gear for E-Start

List Price: 799.00€

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Gearbox Cover for Gearbox, with Electric Starter

Vendor ID: S416

List Price: 125.00€ 

www.ural-zentrale.de)
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Difference Between Dnepr (MT804) and Ural Gearboxes

•Dnepr (MT804) and Ural gearboxes are interchangeable, that’s why many Ural and K-750 owners 

install Dnepr MT804 gearboxes on their bikes.

•Why a Dnepr gearbox is much better than a Ural gearbox:

oDnepr MT gearbox has a semi-automatic clutch feature

oYou can change gears without the necessity to push the clutch lever. It’s even more useful if 

you have the clutch cable broken during the ride.

oDnepr MT gearbox has a highly-reliable reverse gear. Only few Ural models have reverse gears, 

which are much less reliable than the ones Dnepr bikes have.

o Install 5th gear into Dnepr MT gearbox (replacing the reverse gear) turning bike into a powerful 

and rather speedy bike. If you have a Dnepr or Ural bike without a sidecar, you perfectly know 

this feeling when you ride your bike at 70 mph and your engine is begging for one more gear.

oDnepr MT gearboxes are much easier to be disassembled and reassembled.

oChanging the gears is much easier and more comfortable when you use a Dnepr MT gearbox.

• K-750M (1964-1977): Most Plentiful of the K-750s

• Frame was extended to accommodate the Dneprmatic gearbox (MT804) on the 2WD MB-750s. 

• No K-750 left the KMZ factory with this gearbox installed, but many Soviet bikes were later 

retro-fitted with either an early version (with an air filter mount cast into the gearbox), or a later 

version with a plastic canister mount.
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Gearbox МТ-804
•MT-804 gearbox consists of a mechanism with four pairs of constantly-engaged gears, designed to receive 

four gears for forward movement, a gear shift mechanism, a reverse gear mechanism, a kick-start (trigger) 

mechanism, and an automatic clutch mechanism for gear changes.

1- kick-start (trigger) bushing; 2 - spring starting shaft; 3 - pressure spring; 4 - small gear with ratchet; 5 - large gear with ratchet; 6 - intermediate shaft; 7 - primary shaft; 8 - clutch release rod; 9, 21, 

34 and 44 – glands (seals); 10 - parasitic reverse gear; 11 - gear axis; 12 - gasket; 13 - crankcase cover; 14 - clutch release lever; 15 - speedometer drive bush; 16 - stem tip; 17 - the slider; 18 -

adjusting bolt; 19 – trigger (kick-start) lever; 20 - trigger shaft; 22 - fork of 3rd and 4th gears; 23 - fork for 1st and 2nd gears; 24 - secondary shaft; 25 - pinion 4th gear of output shaft; 26 - clutch gear; 27 -

sleeve; 28 - pinion gear 3rd of the output shaft; 29 - pinion gear II of the output shaft; 30 - splined coupling; 31 - pinion 1st gear of output shaft; 32 - sliding gear reverse shaft; 33 - speedometer drive 

gear; 35 - disk elastic clutch; 36 - reverse fork; 37 - internal lever; 38 - intermediate rod; 39 - internal arm bracket; 40 - cam crank; 41 - fixed spring; 42 - spring stop; 43 - foot switch pedal; 45 -

crankcase sleeve; 46 - crankcase; 47 – reverse handle; 48 - switch disk; 49 - neutral position sensor; 50 - clamp spring; 51 - lever lock; 52 - roller forks; 53 - lever of a fork of inclusion of a backing; 54 -

doggie spring; 55 - dog roller; 56 – dog (pawl); 57 - drain plug; 58 - dip-stick with breather fill hole

Kick-Start Lever (19)Foot-Switch Pedal (43)

Secondary 

Shaft (24)
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Gearbox MT-804 (cont.)
•The gearshift mechanism consists of pedal (43) with a shift roller assembly, cam crank (40), pawl (dog) (56), 

shift disc (48) with lock, and two switch-forks (22 and 23).

•The gear-shift pedal is mounted in a long sleeve (45), pressed into the crankcase bore hole. On the splined 

end of the roller inside the box body, the crankcase is mounted and secured with a crown nut. A pin is 

inserted into the hole of the crank cam, one end of which goes into the groove of the shift pawl, and the 

second is located between the ends of the spring (41). The spring is mounted on a sleeve freely attached to 

the end of the shift roller, the ends of the spring are separated (with preliminary twisting) and surround the 

stop (42) which is mounted on a roller and secured with a bolt on the body boss. 

22 - fork for 3rd and 4th gears; 23 - fork for 1st and 2nd gears; 24 - secondary shaft; 25 - pinion gear IV of the output shaft; 26 - clutch gear; 27 - sleeve; 28 - pinion gear III of output shaft; 29 - pinion gear 

II of the output shaft; 30 - splined coupling; 31 - pinion gear I of the output shaft; 32 - sliding gear reverse shaft; 33 - speedometer drive gear; 35 - disk elastic clutch; 36 - reverse engagement fork; 37 -

internal lever; 38 - intermediate rod; 39 - internal arm bracket; 40 - cam crank; 41 - fixed spring; 42 - spring stop; 43 - foot switch pedal; 45 - crankcase sleeve; 46 - crankcase; 47 – reverse gear handle; 

52 - roller forks; 53 - lever of a fork of inclusion of a backing; 54 - pawl spring; 55 - pawl roller; 56 - pawl
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•The crank cam, and with it, the roller with the switch 

pedal are fixed in a strictly-defined neutral position. 

When turning the roller in one direction or the other 

from the neutral position, the cam-pin presses on 

one of the ends of the spring, forcing it to move away 

from the stop bar, and since the second end of the 

spring rests on the bar on the other side, the spring 

twists, resisting the rotation more and more as the 

angle of deviation of the cam link from the neutral 

position increases. The roller turns at the moment of 

gear-shifting under the action of an effort applied to 

one of the pedals (heel or toe).

Reverse Lever (47)

Pedal Gear-Shift Lever (43)



Gearbox МТ-804 (cont.)

•When removing the force, pedal roller returns to its original position from the action of the return spring. The 

limiting angle to which the shift roller can turn is limited by special protrusions along the edges of the cam-

crank (40) profile, which can rest against the roller of the inner lever (37).

•The dog (pawl) (56) of the switching mechanism is a plate welded to the sleeve on one side and with the shelf 

bent at a right angle on the other side. The bushing of the pawl is loosely seated on the roller (55), mounted in 

the openings of the body and the cover.

•All parts of the box are installed in an aluminum casting. 

•Behind the crankcase is a lid of the same material. In front of the crankcase is a flange, which it is attached to 

the crankcase of the engine with three studs and one bolt.

•The main gearbox mechanism, designed to transfer torque from the engine to the main gear with different 

gear ratios, in the same manner as the older 6204 gearbox, consists of two parallel shafts - primary (7) and 

secondary (24). Both shafts are mounted on ball bearings mounted in the housing and transmission cover. 

The primary (input) shaft is made integral with the toothed rims of 1st, 2nd, and reverse gears.

•4th and 3rd free gear are mounted on the shaft on the segment key. Both of these gears are interconnected 

with end projections. Thus, when rotating the shaft with it as a whole, the gear rims of all the gears sitting on 

it rotate. The splines on the end of the input shaft enter the splined hub of the clutch discs.

•In addition to I, II, III and IV gears on the secondary shaft-installed (32) reverse gear. This gear sits on the 

slots and can move freely.

•On the secondary shaft is a disc (35) elastic clutch of cardan, fixed by a slotted nut. The secondary shaft 

ends with the same ball head as the shaft of gearbox 6204, designed to center the front end of the gimbal 

shaft.

•All gears of the secondary shaft are made of doped steel brand 18HGT, cemented and hardened. 58



MT804 Gear-Shift Mechanism
• Two-shaft, 4-speed, with reverse gear and an automatic clutch release mechanism when changing gears.

1. starter shaft sleeve; 2. rubber O-ring; 3. starter shaft spring; 4. spring stop; 5. intermediate (counter) shaft; 6. primary shaft 3rd gear; 7. primary shaft 4th gear; 8. 

seal (gland); 9. primary (input) shaft; 10. secondary (main) shaft; 11. splined sleeve (coupling); 12. main (output) shaft 4th gear; 13. splined gearshift sleeve; 14. 

shifting fork of gears Ill and IV; 15. main (output) shaft 3rd gear; 16. main shaft 2nd speed gear; 17. shifting fork of gears I and II; 18. secondary shaft 1st gear; 19. 

shifting fork of reverse gear; 20. secondary shaft reverse speed sliding gear; 21. idler gear shaft; 22. reverse speed idler gear; 23. speedometer drive gear; 24. driven 

gear of speedometer drive; 25. seal (gland); 26. elastic coupling disk; 27. elastic coupling disk fastening slotted nut; 28. 1arge gear of starting gear; 29. small gear of 

starting gear with end face ratchet; 30. toothed quadrant of starting gear shaft; 31. spring; 32. seal (gland); 33. starter gear shaft
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MT804 Gearbox Shafts (cont.)

•Primary (input) Shaft (9) Mounted on Two Ball-

Bearings

oShaft made tintegral with the rims of 1st, 2nd, 

and reverse gears.

o3rd and 4th Gears are the mountable type.

oThe turning on the shaft of 4th gear is 

prevented by a woodruff key.

o3rd Gear is connected with 4th gear using face 

lugs (dogs).

•Secondary (main, output) Shaft (10) Also 

Mounted on Two Ball-Bearings

oProvided with toothed ring gear rim for reverse 

sliding gear (20), whose turning on the shaft is 

prevented by two pressed spline couplings

o1st, 2nd and 3rd gears freely rotate on the metal-

ceramic bushings.

o4th gear freely rotates on the bronze bushing.

oGear wheels are connected to the main shaft 

by movable gear-shift sleeves (13).

oThere is no special lubricant supply to the 

friction surfaces.
Cross-Sectional of Gearbox Shafts and Gears
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10. Secondary Shaft

9. Secondary Shaft

20. Reverse

Gear

Input

Ouput



•On the secondary shaft there are freely rotating gears 4th, 3rd, 2nd and 1st gears, which are in constant-

engagement with the corresponding gears of the input shaft. These gears, in addition to the main rim, have 

rims with small involute splines, cut into end projections and intended to include gears. 

•Sleeves of anti-friction material are pressed into the mounting holes of the gears: metal-ceramic in gears 1st, 

2nd and 3rd,  and bronze in 4th gear.

•Between 4th and 3rd gears, and 2nd and 3rd gears on the secondary shaft are splined couplings (30) with 

involute splines on the outer surface.  

•On the splines of the clutches-mounted clutch (26) gear, having the ability to move freely along the splines.

•On the outer surface of each clutch gear there are annular grooves for forks (22) and (23). 

Gear-Shift Mechanism of Gearbox MT804 (cont.)

• The cheeks of the fork sit freely in the grooves and do not 

interfere with the clutch to rotate with the shaft.  

• To enable transmission, it is necessary to block one or 

another gear wheel of permanent engagement with the 

secondary shaft. This is achieved by moving along the 

splines of the gearshift clutch until the inner teeth of the 

clutch fully slide over the involute splines of the face of the 

output shaft gear.

• In this case, the gear-shaft of the secondary shaft will be 

interlocked with the shaft, ensuring the transmission of 

torque from the primary shaft to the secondary shaft.

Clutch Gear (26)
Splined Coupling 

(30)

Shift-Fork for III & IV (22)

Shift-Fork for I & II (23)
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Gear-Shifting Mechanism (cont.)

•When you remove the effort, the roller with the pedal returns to its original position from the 

action of the spring. The marginal angle at which the switch roller can turn is limited to special 

protrusions at the edges of the 40 cam profile, which can rest against the roller of the internal 

lever (37).

•Dog (56) switching mechanism is a plate welded to the sleeve on one side and with the shelf bent 

at right angles on the other. The dog's sleeve is freely planted on roller (55), installed in the hull 

and cover holes. box case.

•When turning the cam-crank his pin, entering the dog's groove, moves the dog on the roller in one 

way or another. Under the action of spring (54), put on the fist-crank pin, the dog is always 

pressed by its shelf to the pins of the switching disk.

•Drive (48) switching from sheet steel, with two end-to-end curly grooves carved in it mounted on a 

vertical axis pressed into the hole of the bottom of the gearbox case.

•Two gear-shift plugs are mounted on the roller (52), fixed in the hull and carter lid holes, above the 

plane of the gear-shifting disc, and its spikes enter the grooves of the disc.

•The engine starts by pressing the foot on the trigger (kick-start) lever. At the same time, the 

branch of the shaft of the starter, turning, its prongs enters the hook with a small gear (4) of the 

intermediate shaft and makes it rotate. The small gear with the help of a ratchet transmits the 

rotation of the large gear (5), and it - the primary shaft of the gearbox and through the clutch of the 

crank shaft of the engine.
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Gearbox MT804 Start-up Mechanism (cont.)

•When the effort is removed from the launch (kick-start) 

lever, it, together with the shaft and the sector under the 

influence of the return spring, returns to its original 

position. At the same time, the branch of the launch 

shaft turns the small gear in the opposite direction, 

which is not transmitted to the big gear because the 

ratchet prongs on the ends of the gears, overcoming 

the resistance of the axial spring (3), come out of 

hooking with each other. When the trigger (kick-start) 

lever is abruptly released, the sector's impact on the 

box body is absorbed by a rubber buffer with a metal 

lining.

• In the event of an engine start at a time when the trigger 

lever has lingered in the upper position and the sector 

has not yet come out of the grip with the crown of small 

gear, the rotation from the big gear to the small will also 

not be transmitted due to the ratchet, but heard 

characteristic crackling, issued by the ratchet.
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•During the engine, both trigger (kick-start) gears rotate together on shaft (6), as the amount of friction 

between the ends of the spring and the small gear is not enough to uncoupling the ratchet. However, in the 

cold season due to thickening of the lubricant, the small gear of the launch mechanism can slow down, lag 

behind the big one, which will cause ratchet crackling. As the gearbox warms up, ratcheting stops. The 

automatically turning-off the clutch when switching gears are described above.



MT804 Gear-Shifting Mechanism (cont.)

•Four forward-going gears are switched on by clutches (13) on the secondary shaft, propelled 

along the shaft by the forward switching-forks. The forks are included in the curly cutouts of the 

switch disc. When the disk rotates, the forks are moved accordingly along roller (6). There are 

three pins and a neutral position sensor spring on the switch. In a neutral position, the rod is 

closed by an electrical circuit of the signal lamp located on the dashboard through an isolated 

contact. When you press your foot on one of the shoulders, the pedal of the foot switching shaft 

(9) switch, connected to the crank, gets a swinging movement. In the crank there is a pin, which 

enters the dog’s (pawl’s) groove, sliding on a smooth roller.

•The dog, acting on one of the pins of the switch disc, turns it. The disk is fixed with a lever.

•Reverse is engaged with a handle (5) located on the right side of the gearbox. The handle at the 

expense of its own elasticity is fixed in a certain position on the mowers of the carter and the lids 

with a screw, which has a spherical head. When the lever handle moves forward, the reverse fork 

and the gear of the sliding secondary shaft move forward. At the same time, the said gear is 

included in the hook with the parasitic gear, fortified on the back cover of the gearbox. The 

parasitic gear is in constant hooking with the gears of the rear course of the primary shaft.

•The reverse gear can only be turned on from the seat and with the main neutral position of the 

gear-shifting mechanism (between and the second gears).

•If any gear is turned on, reverse is not possible, which is ensured by the presence of a special 

notch on the switch drive and the protrusion on the reverse fork.
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MT804 Gear-Shift Operation (cont.)

•The handle on the reverse lever roller is attached to the cone and placed in the right position until 

the nut is tightened.

•Gear-shift occurs when you turn the switch to a certain angle. At the same time, the profile 

grooves of the disc, pressing on the forks of the forks, move them along roller (52), and with 

them the start clutch for switching on one or another gear.

•The turn of the disc is carried out with the help of a dog (pawl), which moving along its roller, acts 

on the pins of the disc.

•The position of the disk is fixed with a lever lock (51), the tooth of which is inserted into the 

grooves on the outer side of the disc. The disc has six working slots for fixing 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th

gears, the groove of the main neutral position between 1st and 2nd gears and the second neutral 

position between 3rd and 4th gears used for coasting.

•The gear-shift mechanism is depicted in the basic neutral position of the gearbox. To switch on 

1st gear, it is necessary to push the front pad of the pedal to the full, while the cam crank will turn 

counterclockwise, and the dog moving forward and pressing the disc pin will turn it to the 

position when the tooth of the lever lock comes into the disc groove for fixing 1st transfer.

•During rotation of the disc, its groove acts on the spike of the shift forks 1st and 2nd gears like a 

profile cam and moves the fork to the position corresponding to the included 1st gear. The spike 

of the shift fork of 3rd and 4th gears remains fixed, since at the time of turning the disc it does not 

extend beyond the concentric part of the second slot of the disc.
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Gear-Shifting Mechanism (cont.)

•When the foot pedal is released, all parts of the switching mechanism, except for the fixed disk 

and related switching forks, are automatically returned to their original position.

•The inclusion of the 3rd and 4th gears is made by successive clicks on the rear shoulder of the foot 

pedal all the way. At the same time, the dog makes a number of movements back, each time 

turning the switch disc to the corner of (50), equal to a step between the pins, and returning to the 

original position after removing the effort from the pedal. The dog's protrusion at the moment of 

transmission enters the gap between the pins of disk (48). When the dog returns to its original 

position, its protrusion, sliding its outer slant on the pin, forces the dog to overcome the force of 

spring (54), turn on the axis and get out of the hook with pins.

•The order of movement of forks when turning the disk is determined by the configuration of the 

grooves in disk (48), which is selected so that when one fork moves, the second one remains 

stationary. This ensures that two transmissions cannot be turned on at the same time.

•The gear-shifting mechanism has a device to signal the main neutral position of the transmission 

(between The I and II transmissions). The device consists of a sensor spring and a (49) neutral 

position sensor, which is an isolated contact, wrapped in a threaded hole of the gearbox case 

against the switching disk. The sensor is connected by a wire with a signal lamp installed in the 

dashboard. The sensor spring is glued to disc (48) and the neutral position of the disc touches the 

sensor, closing the electrical circuit of the signal lamp, which also lights up.
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•Shifting forks, by the special projections, enter the 

shaped cut-outs in the gear-shift disk or quadrant 

(3).

•When rotating the disc, the fork travels along roller 

(6) installed in the casing.

•Fitted on the gear-shift disc are three switching pins 

(4) and the spring of the neutral position sensor (8).

• In the neutral position, the sensor spring, via an 

insulated electric circuit, closes a pilot light on the 

dashboard.

•When pressing the foot on one of the pedals of the 

foot gear-shift pedal shaft, connected to the cam-

crank rotates by a certain angle.

•Fitted in the crank is a pin which enters a slot in pawl 

(2), sliding along the pawl shaft (1).

•The pawl, acting on one of the pins of the gear-shift 

disc, turns the disc.

•The disc is fitted with the aid of the release lever. 

1. pawl shaft; 2. gear-shift mechanical pawl; 3. gear-shift disc with 

shaped cuts (slot cam); 4. gear-shift disc pin; 5. neutral position sensor 

contact; 6. fork shaft; 7. lever catch; 8. neutral position sensor spring

MT804 Gear-Shift Mechanism (neutral position)

Selector Pawl (dog) for Gearbox MT804

Vendor ID: 003.885

List Price: 6.50€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)
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3. Gear-shift disc (quadrant)

4. Three switching pins 



• When pressing the pedal gear shift, crank (2) is rotated and pin (3), 

which is included in the groove of the pawl (4), moves it along the 

axis pawl (9) installed in the crankcase. The pawl, acting on one of 

the disk pins (5) of the switching disk or quadrant (8), turns it at a 

certain angle. In this case, the shift forks, entering with special 

spikes in the figured grooves of the disk, enable or disable the 

corresponding gear. 

• A spring (10) is riveted to the quadrant, which serves as an 

electrical sensor contact, which turns on the signal lamp (located 

on the headlight) of the neutral position of the gearbox between 1st

and 2nd gears. The shift mechanism has another fixed neutral 

position between the 3rd and 4th gear for coasting. 

1 - shift pedal shaft; 2 - crank; 3 - crank pin; 4 - pawl; 5 - disk pin; 6 - fork; 7 - neutral contact 

sensor plug; 8 - switch disk; 9 - axis pawl; 10 - neutral sensor spring; 11 - lever lock. 

The switching disk, or “quadrant,” is used to move the gearbox forks.

MT804 Gear-Shift Mechanism
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•Neutral position is when the clutch gears with forks are in the middle position.

• In this position, when the primary shaft rotates, the smaller pinion gears will rotate idly. 

•The movement of the clutch (26) enable is carried out with forks using the gear-shift mechanism, 

which ensures the inclusion of the desired pair of gears from the foot pedal.

MT804 Gear-Shift Mechanism (cont.) 

•To facilitate the inclusion of internal splines of the 

coupling sleeve and the teeth of the splined crown 

gear, made with a pass through one tooth, allowing 

the teeth to increase the angle of rotation of the 

parts to be joined relative to each other. This also 

contributes to a smoother (without sharp blows) 

gears in the event of a significant difference in the 

speeds of rotation of the parts to be connected.

• In addition to gears I, II, III and IV on the secondary 

shaft, reverse gear (32) is installed, sitting on the 

slots and can move freely.

•On the splines of the shank of the secondary shaft 

mounted disc (35) elastic coupling cardan, secured 

with a slotted nut.

32. Reverse gear

47. Reverse lever
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Gear-Shift Mechanism of Gearbox MT804 (cont.)

•The secondary shaft ends in the same ball 

head as the shaft of the box, designed to 

center the front end of the propeller shaft.  

All gears of the secondary shaft are made 

of alloy steel, cemented and hardened. 

•The gearshift mechanism consists of a 

pedal (43) of a gearshift with a shift roller 

assembly, cam crank (40), pawl (56), shift 

disc (48) with a lock, and two forks (22 

and 23).

•The gearshift pad is mounted in a long 

sleeve (45), pressed into the crankcase 

bore hole of the gearbox. On the splined 

end of the roller inside the box body, the 

crank-crank is mounted and fixed with a 

crown nut. In the hole of the cam-crank 

pin is inserted, one end of which goes 

into the groove of the pawl switch, and 

the second is located between the ends of 

the spring (41). 70

22. Shift-Fork 

for III & IV 

23. Shift-Fork 

for I & II

43. Pedal Gear-Shift

41. Return Spring

40. Cam Crank

45. Long Sleeve  

Gear-Shift  Axle



MT804 Gear-Shift Mechanism (cont.)

•The spring is mounted on a sleeve, loosely-mounted on the end of the switching roller, the ends of 

the spring are apart (with preliminary tightening) and cover the bar of the stop (42), which is 

mounted on the roller and fixed with a bolt on the housing boss. Thus, the crank cam, and with it 

the roller with the switch pedal, are fixed in a strictly-defined neutral position. When turning the 

roller in one direction or the other from the neutral position, the cam-pin pin presses on one of the 

ends of the spring, forcing it to move away from the stop bar, and since the second end of the 

spring rests on the bar on the other side, the spring twists, resisting the rotation more and more 

as the angle of deviation of the cam link from the neutral position increases. 
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1 - starting (trigger) shaft; 2 – intermediate (counter) shaft; 3 – idler pinion (gear) shaft; 4 – location of idler (parasitic) pinion (gear); 5 – input 

(primary) shaft; 6 – output (secondary) shaft; 7 – gear-shift fork; 8 – seal (gland); 9 – gear-shift shaft; 10 – cam-crank; 11 – crank pin; 12 pawl 

(dog) of gear-shift mechanism; 13 – pin of gear-shift (quadrant) plate

MT804 Gearbox Shafts
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1. Kick-start (trigger) Shaft

2. Intermediate (counter) Shaft

5. Primary (input, clutch) Shaft

6. Secondary (output) Shaft

9. Gear-Shift Shaft



MT804 Trigger (Kick-Start) Mechanism (Пусковой механизм)

•Trigger (Kick-Start) includes an intermediate shaft (6) with 

freely rotating gears (4) and (5) mounted on it. Large gear (5) 

is constantly engaged with the 2nd gear of the primary shaft. 

Small gear (4) is pressed against the end of a large gear. 

Ratchet teeth are made on contacting ends of both gears.

•The fixed intermediate shaft (6) is pressed by the front end 

into the crankcase, and the rear end is installed in the 

opening of the crankcase cover. 

•Trigger shaft (20) rests front end in a blind sleeve (1) 

installed in the front wall of the crankcase, and passes 

through the hole in the steel sleeve, pressed into the 

crankcase cover. 

•At the outer end of the starting shaft with a wedge bolt fixed 

lever (19) trigger mechanism. On the splines of shaft (20) 

sits a toothed sector, the hole of which includes the bent 

end of the return spring (2) trigger mechanism. The second 

end of the spring through the stop is connected with a blank 

sleeve of the front wall of the crankcase box.

•The recoil spring is pre-twisted by turning the sleeve (1) 

counter-clockwise, so that the toothed sector is constantly 

pressed against the rubber rebound buffer, and the trigger 

lever is in the upper position. 73



Gearbox MT804 Start-up Mechanism (cont.)

•When you turn the cam crank, its pin, which goes into the groove of 

the dog, moves the dog along the roller in one direction or the other. 

Under the action of spring (54), which is worn on the pin of the crank 

cam, the dog always presses its shelf against the pins of the 

switching disk.

•The switch plate (48) of sheet steel, with two through-shaped 

grooves cut into it, is mounted on a vertical axis, pressed into the 

hole in the bottom of the box body.

•Two forks gear mounted on the roller (52), mounted in the holes in 

the housing and crankcase cover, above the plane of the gear shift, 

and its spikes are in the grooves of the disk.

•The gear shift occurs when you turn the switch to a certain angle. At 

the same time, the profile grooves of the disk, pressing on the forks 

of the forks, move them along the roller (52), and with them, the start 

clutch for switching on one or another gear.

1-kick-start bushing; 2 - starter spring; 3 - pressure spring; 4 - small gear with ratchet; 5 - large gear with ratchet; 6 - intermediate 

shaft; 7 - primary shaft; 8 - clutch release rod; 9, 21, 34 and 44 glands (seals); 10 - parasitic reverse gear; 11 - gear axis; 12 -

gasket; 13 - crankcase cover; 14 - clutch release lever; 15 - speedometer drive hub; 16 - stem tip; 17 - slider; 18 - adjusting bolt; 

19 - trigger lever; 20 - trigger shaft; 22 - fork for III and IV gears; 23 - fork for I and II gears; 24 - secondary shaft; 25 - pinion gear 

IV of the output shaft; 26 - clutch gear; 27 - sleeve; 28 - pinion gear III of the output shaft; 29 - pinion gear II of the output shaft; 

30 - splined coupling; 31 - pinion gear I of the output shaft; 32 - sliding gear reverse shaft; 33 - speedometer drive gear; 35 - disk 

elastic clutch; 36 - reverse engagement fork; 37 - internal lever; 38 - intermediate rod; 39 - internal arm bracket; 40 - cam crank; 

41 - fixed spring; 42 - spring stop; 43 - foot switch pedal; 45 - crankcase sleeve; 46 - crankcase; 47 - handle of inclusion of a 

backing; 48 - switch disk; 49 - neutral position sensor; 50 - clamp spring; 51 - lever lock; 52 - roller forks; 53 - lever of a fork of 

inclusion of a backing; 54 - pawl spring; 55 - pawl roller; 56 - pawl; 57 - drain plug; 58 – oil probe with breather fill hole
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MT804 Kick-Start Mechanism

•The engine is started by pushing the foot on the start lever. In this case, the sector of the starting 
shaft, turning, with its teeth, engages with the small gear (4) of the intermediate shaft and causes 
it to rotate. The small gear with the help of a ratchet transmits the rotation of the large gear (5), 
and the primary shaft gearbox and through the clutch to the crankshaft of the engine.

•When removing the force from the start lever, it returns to its original position together with the 
shaft and sector. In this case, the sector of the starting shaft rotates the small gear in the opposite 
direction, which is not transmitted to the large gear because the ratchet teeth on the ends of the 
gears, overcoming the resistance of the axial spring (3), break out of each other. With a sharp 
release of the trigger lever, the impact of the sector on the box body is absorbed by the rubber 
buffer with a metal lining.

• In the case of starting the engine at the moment when the start lever was held up in the upper 
position and the sector has not yet disengaged from the crown of the small gear, the rotation from 
the large gear to the small one will also not be transmitted due to the ratchet disengagement, but a 
characteristic ratchet will be heard.

•During engine operation, both starting gears rotate together on shaft (6), since the amount of 
friction torque between the ends of the spring and the small gear is insufficient to disengage the 
ratchet. However, during the cold season, due to the thickening of the lubricant, the small gear of 
the trigger mechanism can slow down, lag behind the large gear, which will cause the ratchet to 
disengage and crack. As the box warms up, the ratchet noise stops. The structure and operation 
of the automatic clutch disengagement mechanism when changing gears is described above in 
describing the clutch device.
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MB-650M1 Gearbox: Starting Gear

•MB-650M1 gearbox is a two-shaft four-speed gearbox with reverse.

•When the foot linkage has been adjusted correctly, there should be a small clearance between the end of the 

adjusting bolt and the intermediate rod (5). The presence of the clearance can be determined upon shaking of 

gear-shift pedal 1.

•The free travel of the front arm of the gear-shift pedal must be in the range of 10—15 mm. The amount of 

travel of slider (16) in  releasing the clutch by hand must not exceed the amount of travel of the slider in 

releasing the clutch by the gear-shift pedal. To  check the correctness of adjustment of the hand linkage, 

proceed as follows: completely engage some gear by pressing with your  foot on the gear-shift pedal (as far 

as it will go), this causes disengagement of clutch disks.

•Then adjust the cable tension with screw (20) so that the perception of load on the hand lever appears when 

the lever is led up to the handlebars handle (at a distance of 1—5 mm from the handle). 

•After adjustment of the clutch linkage is completed, lock the adjusting bolt and the adjusting screw with the 

aid of jam nuts.
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Starting (Trigger) Mechanism of Ural and Dnepr
•Trigger (kick-start) Mechanism designed 
to start the engine. 

•The gear with ratchet is in constant 
contact with 1st gear of the secondary 
shaft, which is connected to the crown 
of the 1st gear of the secondary shaft.  

•At the moment when the shaft lever is in 
the upper initial position, the pawl is 
located under the switch and the gear 
with the ratchet rotates freely on the 
shaft.

•When the lever is lowered, the shaft 
turns (clockwise), the dog (pawl) goes 
out from under the switch under the 
action of a spring-loaded pin, enters one 
of the ratchet troughs and turns the 
gear, and with it the primary shaft and 
the engine crankshaft through the 
clutch.

•Gearbox parts are oil-sprayed. A special 
oil supply has friction surfaces of the 
secondary shaft and gears placed on it’

•Oil is fed into the internal cavity of the 
shaft from a special “pocket” in the front 
cover, through the oil washer (2). 77

1 - front bushing - bearing;  2 - crankcase front cover; 3 - swivel spring 

hook; 4 - swivel spring; 5 - conical pin; 6 - sleeve; 7 gear; 8 - ratchet;  9 -

crankcase; 10 - rear bearing; 11 - cuff; 12 - shaft; 13 – kick-start (trigger) 

lever; 14 - wedge bolt; 15 - doggie switch; 16 - dog; 17 - pin; 18 - buffer pin; 

19 - buffer spring; 20 - buffer plug; 21 - dog axle 



MT804 Trigger (Kick-Start) Lever and Gear
• Includes starting shaft (4) and intermediate (counter) shaft (1) with 

gears

•Two gears with twelve rachet teeth on their faces freely rotate on 

the intermediate (counter) shaft.

•Starting Shaft, by its front end, is pressed into the case.

•Toothed quadrant (7) press-fitted on the starting shaft splines.

•Quadrant is pressed to rubber buffer (5) using a torsion spring.

•Starter spring is wound by turning counter-clockwise half a turn on 

sleeve installed in the front casing wall.

•Sleeve sealed by rubber O-ring, and shaft is sealed by two-edge 

framework seal.

•Starting lever (2) is attached to the starter shaft via a wedge bolt.

•Pressing the foot lever on the starting shaft, the quadrant is 

meshed with the small gear of the intermediate (counter) shaft, 

which by means of mechanical ratchet gear is connected with the 

large 2nd gear of the primary shaft.

•After starting the engine, the foot is removed from the lever, which 

under the action of the return spring, together with the quadrant, 

returns to its original position.

• Impact of the quadrant is absorbed by rubber buffer (5) provided 

with a steel cover plate.
1. counter (intermediate) shaft; 2. starting gear 

lever; 3. wedge bolt; 4. starting gear shaft; 5. 

rubber buffer; 6. buffer cover plate; 7. toothed 

quadrant of starting gear; 8. primary (input) shaft
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2. kick-start lever

1. Intermediate counter-shaft



• The reverse gear engaged by handle (5), located on right side.

• The handle, due to its own elasticity, is fixed in the definite 

position on the chamfers of the case and spherical head (6).

• When the lever handle moves forward, the reverse-shifting gear 

fork and the main shaft sliding gear travel forward.

• Wherein the sliding gear meshes with the idler gear installed on 

the gearbox cover.

• The idler (parasitic) gear is constantly meshed with the reverse 

gear of the primary (input) shaft.

• The reverse gear can only be engaged when the motorcycle is 

stopped and when the gear-shift mechanism is in the neutral 

position (between 1st and 2nd gears), reverse cannot be enabled.

• This is prevented by a special projection on the reverse gear 

shifting fork, which upon engagement of the reverse gear enters 

the slot in the gear-shift disc.

• The reverse gear handle on the lever shaft is attached to the 

fluted taper and placed in position before tightening the nut.

MT804 Reverse-Gear Engaging Mechanism

1. reverse speed idler (parasitic) gear; 2. primary shaft reverse speed gear; 3. reverse gear shifting fork; 4. main shaft reverse speed sliding 

gear; 5. reverse gear-engaging handle; 6. sphericaI head screw; 7. rubber sealing ring; 8. reverse gear shifting fork lever; 9. pin; 10. cover; 11. 

casing; I—gear is engaged  (front position); II—gear is disengaged (rear position)
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Reverse Gear (cont.)

•MT804 reversing gear (32), mounted on the splines of the output shaft; fork (36) reverse gears, moving along 

the same axis with the shift forks to move forward; spurious gear (10) rotating on a cantilevered axle (11) 

pressed into the crankcase cover; the reverse gear handle (47), located on the right side of the gearbox 

housing, and the lever of the reverse gear fork. Reverse is activated only when the main neutral position of 

the clutch transmission. Reverse gear is activated by moving the forks (36) of the reverse gear (32) along the 

splines of the output shaft until it engages with the teeth of the parasitic gear (10) which is in constant 

engagement with the toothed crown of the reverse shaft of the primary shaft. In this case, the rotation is 

transmitted from the primary shaft to the secondary through parasitic gear, so that the direction of rotation of 

the secondary shaft is changed to the opposite, corresponding to the movement of the motorcycle back.

•The reverse fork moves by turning lever (53), the roller of which goes into the groove of the fork. At the 

tapered end of the axis of the lever to activate the reverse with a nut fixed handle (47) enable reverse. The 

handle has two positions - forward and reverse. In both positions, the handle is fixed with a screw screwed 

into it, the spherical head of which, due to the elasticity of the handle, is pressed against the bevels on the 

side of the box body.

•Mechanisms for engaging reverse gear and gearbox transmissions are inter-connected by a locking device. It 

ensures the blocking of the mechanism for switching gears in the main neutral position while reverse gear is 

engaged and excludes the possibility of switching the reverse gear in the case when the mechanism for 

activating live gears is not in the main neutral position. In other words, the locking device does not allow 

simultaneous activation of the reverse gear and any gear for forward movement.

•This is ensured by the presence of a special notch on the gearshift disc and a protrusion on the reverse gear 

fork, which, when the reverse gear is engaged, enter one another and block the gear-shift mechanism.
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MT804 Gear-Shift Mechanism (cont.)

•The rotation of the roller occurs at the moment of gear shifting under the action of a force applied 

to one of the arms of the pedal footswitch.

•When removing the force, pedal roller returns to its original position from the action of the spring. 

The limiting angle to which the shift roller can turn is limited by special projections on the edges 

of the cam-crank (40) profile, which can rest against the roller of the inner lever (37).

•The dog (56) of the switching mechanism is a plate welded to the sleeve on one side and with the 

shelf bent at a right angle on the other side. The bushing of the pawl is loosely seated on the roller 

(55) mounted in the openings of the body and the cover.

•When you rotate the cam crank, its pin, which goes into the groove of the dog, moves the dog 

along the roller in one direction or the other. Under the action of the spring (54), which is worn on 

the pin of the crank cam, the dog always presses its shelf against the switch disk pins.

•The switch plate (48) of sheet steel, with two through-shaped grooves cut into it, is mounted on a 

vertical axis, pressed into the hole in the bottom of the box body.

•Two gearshift forks are mounted on a roller (52) fixed in the holes of the casing and the crankcase 

cover, above the plane of the gearshift plate, and with their spikes fit into the disc grooves.

•Reverse

•The forks  by the special lugs enter the shaped cuts in gear-shift disk (3) (Fig. 21). Upon turning of 

the disk the forks travel along shaft (6) installed in the case. Fitted on the gear-shift disk are three 

pins (4) and spring (8) of the neutral position transmitter.
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MT-9 Clutch and Automatic De-Clutching Mechanism: Switching Gears

• (a) Do not use the hand lever to control the clutch. At the same time, after turning the handle of the gas "from 

yourself" sharply, but without: hit to the pedal switch. Once the to  give a smooth release of the pedal switch 

to the middle. For a smooth return of the pedal, it is recommended to hold it simultaneously with a sock and 

heel. It is forbidden to throw a foot off the switch ingessend pedal, as there are bumps. In the power 

transmission of the motorcycle;

•b) Use the hand lever. At the same time, disengage the clutch before switching gears and smoothly release 

the clutch lever after removing the foot from the switch ingend, as indicated in the "Motorcycle Driving" 

section;

• c) Turn off the clutch at the same time with a hand lever. Control the clutch and leg when switching gears. Let 

go of a smooth-hand hand lever or pedal switch by choice. Neutral position should be found when the driver 

is off; using a hand lever clutch. Before acquiring a skill

•d) It is possible to control the clutch with the pedal leg should be put simultaneously on the front and rear 

shoulder switching when touching from the seat. At the same time, after the gear-shifting pedal is turned on.
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Ural Gear-Shifting Clutch and Automatic Clutch  Adjustments

•If it is not worn gears, then need to adjust the gearbox with screws located at the base of 

the lever, 

•But before you remove these screws, you need to check whether the balls and the holes 

are worn, or if the switching sector is not bent.

•If this is all right, then proceed to the adjustment.

• Established the motorcycle on the central support and, having hung out a back wheel, 

provide synchronism of foot and manual switching.

•Install 2nd gear with the manual lever, press the pedal with the heel to engage the 3rd gear.

•If the ball coincides with the hole, do not touch the lower screw, but tighten its locknut.

•If the hole of the 3rd gear does not reach the ball, the manual shift lever must be moved 

forward until the balls match, i.e. need a little screw out the bottom screw

•If the hole passes the ball - the lever must be fed back, i.e.  screw the bottom screw.

•If when switching from the 3rd to the 2nd gear with a foot pedal, the hole of the 2nd gear 

does not reach the ball - the lever must be moved back by unscrewing the upper 

adjusting screw.

•if the hole passes the ball - move the lever forward, turning the upper screw. 
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MB-650M1

Primary shaft 9 (Fig. 20) is installed on two ball bearings. The shaft 

made together with the rims of the gears of reverse speed, gears I and Il. Gear wheels of gears Ill and IV are of 

a mountable type. The turning of the gear wheel of gear IV on the shaft is prevented with the aid of a Woodruff 

key. The  gear wheel of gear Ill is connected to the gear wheel of gear IV

The spring is wound by turning of sleeve 1 (Fig. 18), fitted in the front wall of the case, counter-clockwise 

through half a revolution.

The sleeve is sealed by rubber ring 2 and the shaft is sealed  by a two-edge framework seal. The starting lever 

is connected to  the starting shaft with the aid of a wedge bolt. Upon pressing by foot on the starting lever, the 

quadrant is meshed with the small gear of the countershaft which with the aid of the face ratchet is

connected to the large gear, constantly meshed with the 2nd speed gear of the primary shaft of the gearbox. 

After starting the engine the foot is removed from the starting lever which under the action of the return 

spring together with the quadrant returns to the initial position. In this case the impact of the quadrant i} 

absorbed by the rubber buffer provided with a steel cover plate.
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• Between gears IV and III gears and gears II and I gears on the secondary shaft on segment edgings sit slot 

clutches 30 with evovents on the outer surface. On the clutches are planted clutches 26 inclusion gears, 

which are able to move freely along the slots. On the outer surface of each gear muffing, there are ring 

threads for forks 22 and 23 gear inclusions. The cheeks of the forks sit freely in the threads and do not 

prevent the clutch from spinning along with the shaft. To turn on the transmission, you need to block a gear 

of constant hooking with a secondary shaft. This is achieved by moving on the minn of the gear slot until 

the inner prongs of the clutch are completely pushed on the evolvents of the top crown of the gear of the 

secondary shaft. At the same time, the gear of the secondary shaft will be locked with the shaft, which 

ensures the transfer of torque from the primary shaft to the secondary shaft.

• On rice. 41 shows the neutral position of the gearbox when the gearbox inclusion clutches are in the middle 

position. In this position, when the primary shaft rotates, the gears of the secondary shaft will rotate in vain.

• The 26-turn clutch is moved by forks using a gear-shifting mechanism to enable the right pair of gears from 

the foot pedal.

• To facilitate the inclusion of the internal sints of the clutch and the teeth of the sand crown gears, as well as 

the box 6204, are made with a pass through one tooth. Cutting teeth increases the possible angle of rotation 

of the connected parts relative to each other. This measure also contributes to a smoother (without sharp 

strokes) on the gears in the event of a significant difference in the rotation speeds of the parts connected.
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MT-804 Gearbox Device (Устройство коробки передач МТ-804)

• The MT-804 gearbox is shown in the pic. 41 and consists of a mechanism with four pairs of permanently hooked gear 

wheels, designed to produce four gears for moving forward, gear shifting mechanism, rear-turn mechanism, engine start 

mechanism, mechanism automatically turn off the clutch when switching gears.

• All the parts of the box are installed in the cast carter made of silamine. The back of the carter is covered with a lid made 

of the same material. At the front, the carter has a flannel, which it attaches to the engine carter with three studs and one

bolt.

• The main gearbox mechanism, designed to transfer torque from the engine to the main transmission with different 

transmission ratios, as well as the box 6204, consists of two parallel shafts - primary 7 and secondary 24. Both shafts are 

mounted on ball bearings mounted in the body and the lid of the gearbox. The primary shaft is made along with jagged 

crowns I, II gears and reverse gears.

• On the shaft are installed on the segment of the IV gear and free gear. Both of these gears are connected by the help of the 

end protrusions. Thus, when the shaft rotates with it as a whole rotate jagged crowns of all the gears sitting on it. The 

slates at the end of the primary shaft enter the slate hubs of the led clutch discs.

• The secondary shaft is equipped with free rotating gears IV, II, II and I gears of the secondary shaft, which are in constant

hooking with the corresponding gears of the primary shaft. These gears, in addition to the main crown, have crowns with 

small evovents, sliced on the end ledges and designed to include gears.

• In the landing holes of the gears are pressed sleeves of anti-friction material: metal-ceramic at gears I, II and III gears and 

bronze at gear IV transmissions.
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MT804 Gear-Shift Operation (cont.)

• Inclusion of 2nd, 3rd and 4th gears is made by successive pressing on the back shoulder of the 

foot pedal until it stops. At the same time, the dog makes a number of movements backward, 

each time turning the switch disk to an angle of 50º, equal to the step between the pins, and 

returning to its original position after removing the force from the pedal. The tongue of the dog at 

the moment the gear is engaged enters the gap between the pins of the disk (48). When the dog 

returns to its original position, its protrusion, sliding its external bevel along the pin, causes the 

dog to overcome the force of the spring (54) to turn on the axle and get out of engagement with 

the pins.

•The order of movement of the forks when turning the disk is determined by the configuration of 

the grooves in the disk (48), which is chosen so that when moving one fork the second remains 

stationary. This ensures that it is impossible to activate two gears simultaneously.

•The gearshift mechanism has a device for signaling the main neutral position of the gearbox 

(between 1st and 2nd gears). The device consists of a sensor spring and a neutral position sensor 

(49), which is an insulated contact screwed into a threaded hole in the wall of the gearbox 

housing against the shift disk. The sensor is connected to the wire with a signal lamp installed in 

the headlight housing. The spring of the sensor is riveted to the disk (48) and the generally 

neutral position of the disk touches the sensor, closing the electrical circuit of the signal lamp, 

which then lights up.
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Coupling Sleeves in the MT804 Gearbox
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Coupling

Fits: MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804419

List Price: $8.96

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Coupling

Fits: MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part#: MT804417

List  Price: $8.96

(dnepr-kiev.com)



• In Dnepr models MT-9, MT-10, MT-10.36, MT-11, MT-16, MB-750M (MW-750M), MB-650 (MW-650), a two-speed 

four-speed transmission with a mechanism to turn off the automatic clutch of the MT804 (Figure 4.11) . 

• MT804 gearbox introduced the reverse gear, the mechanism of force-off of the clutch when switching gears, 

changed other nodes. 

• The gearbox can be installed on motorcycles of the Kiev motorcycle factory models K-750, K-750M, K-650 

and the latest models of motorcycles "Ural". If you replace the boxes of previous releases, need to shorten 

the gimbal shaft. 

• For the shaft of the design of the Kiev motorcycle factory, this can be done by rearranging the stop ring, 

which is placed at the rear end of the gimbal shaft. If necessary, cut another groove on the shaft, slightly 

shortening the fork of the gimbal. The fork and shaft can also be connected by a pin (Figure 4.12). The shaft 

is shortened from the side of the gimbal hinge to such a size that the end of the shaft was removed from the 

oiler at a distance of at least 3 mm. On motorcycles of the Kiev motorcycle factory models K-750, K-750M 

frame is shorter than on subsequent models, so it is possible to touch the disk of spring gimbal and frame. In 

this case, make slants on the disc and frame (Figure 4.13).Unlike the box of previous releases, the neutral 

switching mechanism is set by a foot pedal with the help of a light bulb pointer, which is mounted on the 

dashboard. The lantern switching pattern is shown in the pic. 4.14. Unlike the previous gearbox, the body 

consists of a carter and a single lid. Between the carter and the lid is a cardboard pad, which is smeared with 

a constented lubricant, such as Litol-24. The pad does not stick to the metal surfaces and remains on the lid 

or carter during the disassembly. 89



Gearbox Shafts and Gears of Dnepr MT840 and Ural
•Primary shaft is mounted on two 
bearings. The shaft is made at the 
same time with the reverse gear, the 
1st and 2nd gears. 3rd and 4th gear 
mounted. By turning the narwhal, the 
gear of the 4th gear is held by the 
segment key. 3rd gear is connected to 
4th gear with the aid of end tabs.

•The secondary shaft is also mounted 
on two bearings and has a spline for 
sliding gear backing. Two-faced 
clutches, which are kept from turning 
by keys, are pressed onto the shaft. 
The gears of the first, second and 
third gears rotate freely on metal-
ceramic bushings, and the fourth gear 
gears rotate on a bronze sleeve. Gears 
with the shaft are connected using 
movable clutch gears. Special 
lubricant supply to the rubbing 
surfaces.
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1, 20 - oil discharge washers; 2, 6, 7, 9 - 4th, 3rd, 2nd and 1st gears of the driven shaft; 3, 5 - driven 

shaft and its coupling; 4 - coupling, 8, 27 - coupling; 10 - speedometer drive hub bolt; 11, 12 -

speedometer drive bushing and gear; 13 - pin; 14, 29 - nuts; 15, 28 - washers, 16 - drive shaft 

coupling assembly; 17 - lever wedge bolt; 18 - lever, 19 - bearing; 21 - block of gear wheels of the 

3rd, 2nd and 1st gears of the drive shaft; 22 - key; 23 - head assembly; 24 - gear wheel 4th gear drive 

shaft; 25 - bearing; 26 - laying; 30, 31 - spring dogs and pins; 32, 33 - dog and axle; 34, 36, 38 -

shaft, gear wheel and spring of the starting mechanism; 35 - pin; 37 - sleeve



Switching-gear mechanism for of "Ural" and "Dnepr" K-650:
"DNIPR"http://zinref.ru/000_uchebniki/03450motocikli/001_00_motocikli_ural_dnepr_espluatacia_remont_bikov_2001/038.htm

•Reverse gear can only be included from the place and only in the basic neutral position of the gearshift mechanism (between 
1st and 2nd gears). If any gear is included, rear view is not possible. This is ensured by the presence of a special vyemkina
switching disk and a protrusion on the reverse engagement fork. When reverse gear is engaged, the protrusion on the plug 
enters the recess on the disc shift. The handle of inclusion of a backing on the roller of the lever fastens on a cone and is
established in the necessary position to a nut tightening.
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1, 4 - screws, 2 - cover gasket, 3 - 1st and 2nd gear shift fork, 5, 10 - forks and pedals, 6 - 3rd and 4th gears shift fork, 7, 28, 33 - washers, 8 - bolt, 

9 - pedal, 11, 31 - oil seals, 12 - oil seal spring, 13 - pedal-switching sleeve, 14, 15 - left cover and gasket, 16 - return spring, 17 - lever crank of 

the doggie, 18 - washer, 19 - ratchet, 20, 34 - nut, 21 - doggie, 22, 23 - crank of the switching mechanism dog, 24 - ring, 25, 27 roller sector and 

spring, 26 - sector 29 - right cover, 30 - wedge bolt, 32 - manual shift lever.



MT Gearbox (complete) MT-11
List Price: 4,978 rubles
(mir-moto.com.ua)
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Synchro-Mesh Gearbox
•Similar to the constant-mesh  type  gearbox. Instead of using dog clutches, synchronizers are used. 
Modern cars use helical gears and synchro-mesh devices in gearboxes, that synchronize the rotation 
of gears that are about to be meshed. This type of gearbox is similar to the constant-mesh type in that 
all the gears on the main shaft are in constant mesh with the corresponding gears on the lay shaft. The 
gears on the lay shaft are fixed to it while those on the main shaft  are free to rotate on the same. Its 
working is also similar to the constant mesh type, with one definite improvement; the provision of 
synchro-mesh device which avoids the necessity of double-declutching. The parts that ultimately are 
to be engaged are first brought into frictional contact, which equalizes their speed, after which these 
may be engaged smoothly. In most of the cars, however, the synchro-mesh devices are not fitted to all 
the gears. They are fitted only on the high gears and on the low and reverse gears ordinary dog 
clutches are only provided. This is done to reduce the cost. 
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Gearbox MT804: Limiters, Shafts, Buffers and Gaskets

Shaft for Gearbox MT804

Part #: MT804145

Vendor ID: 003.889

List Price: 12.50€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Shaft for Gearbox MT804

Part #: MT804145

List Price: 15.10€ 

(easthighway.com)

Gasket (MT804569) Dnepr 

MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804569

List Price: $2.50

(www.ebay.com)

Stopper for Gearbox MT804

Part #: MT804137

Vendor ID: 006.027

List Price: 5.50€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu) 

Gearchange Crank Spring Limiter 

Part #: MT804137 

List Price: 4.67€

(moto-boxer.com)

Clamp for Reverse Selector Axle 

Part #: MT804137

Vendor ID: 006.027

List Price: 5.60€ 

(www.henriksson.ee) 

Buffer (MT804109-A)

Vendor ID: 003.887

List Price: 3.00€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Kick-Start Shaft Quadrant Gear Rubber Bumper 

Part #: MT804109 

List Price: 3.08€

(moto-boxer.com)

Cover Plate

Fits: MT-11,16, MT-10.36, MT-9 

Part #: MT804111

List Price: 3.20€

(easthighway.com)

Strap, Gearbox MT804

Part #: MT804111

Vendor ID: 003.886

List Price: 3.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)
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MB-650M1 Gear-shift Mechanism (cont.)

•The pawl, acting on one of the pins of the gear-shift disk, turns it. The disk is fixed with the aid of a lever 

catch. The reverse gear is engaged by handle (5) (Fig. 22) arranged at the right-hand side  of the gearbox. On 

account of its own elasticity the handle is fixed in the definite position on the chamfers of the case and cover 

spherical head 6. When the lever handle moves forward, the

• reverse gear shifting fork and the main shaft sliding gear travel  forward. In this case the above-mentioned 

sliding gear becomes meshed with the idler gear, installed on the gearbox cover. The idler gear is constantly 

meshed with the reverse gear of the primary shaft.

•The reverse speed gear can be engaged only when the motorcycle is stopped and only when the gear-shift 

mechanism is in the main neutral position (between 1st and 2nd gears).  

•When some forward speed gear is engaged, the reverse speed  gear cannot be engaged. This is prevented by 

s special lug on the  reverse gear shifting fork which upon engagement of the reverse gear enters the slot in 

the gear-shift disk.

•The reverse gear engaging handle on the lever shaft is fixed on the fluted taper and is set to the required 

position before tightening the nut.  

•Clutch Release Mechanism in Gear Shifting. In shifting of gears cam-crank (2) (Fig. 23), while turning forward 

or backward from its middle position, lifts the long arm with the roller of inner  lever 4, arranged in the 

chamber of the gear case.

•The short arm of this lever acts on sectional intermediate rod (5) IF which by its outer end presses on 

adjusting screw 6 of outer clutch operating lever (17).

•The outer lever, swinging on the axle, via slider (16), bearing (15) and tip (13) acts on clutch control rod (12).
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MB-650M1
•Main shaft (10) is installed on two ball bearings. It is provided with a toothed rim for reverse speed sliding 

gear 20. Press- fitted on the shaft are two splined sleeves 11 whose turning on the shaft is prevented. by 

keys. Gear wheels of gears I, Il, and Ill freely rotate on the cermet bushes and the gear wheel of gear IV freely 

rotates on the bronze bush. The gear wheels are connected to the main shaft with the aid of moving gear-

shift sleeves 13. There is no special supply of lubricant to the friction surfaces.

•Starting Gear. It comprises starting shaft 33 and countershaft 5 with gears. Two gears with twelve ratchet 

teeth on their faces freely rotate on the countershaft. The shaft by its front end is press-fitted into the case.

•Toothed quadrant (30) is press-fitted on the starting shaft (on the splines). The quadrant is pressed to rubber 

buffer 5 (Fig. 20) with the aid of a torsion spring.

•The sleeve is sealed by rubber ring 2 and the shaft is sealed  by a two-edge framework seal. The starting 

lever is connected to  the starting shaft with the aid of a wedge bolt. Upon pressing by foot on the starting 

lever, the quadrant is meshed with the small gear of the countershaft which with the aid of the face ratchet is 

connected to the large gear, constantly meshed with the 2nd speed gear of the primary shaft of the gearbox. 

After starting the engine the foot is removed from the starting lever which under the action of the return 

spring together with the quadrant returns to the initial position. In this case the impact of the quadrant i} 

absorbed by the rubber buffer provided with a steel cover plate.

Fig. 20. Starting gear: The gearbox is a two-shaft four-speed gearbox with a reverse 1. countershaft; 2. 

starting gear lever; 3. wedge bolt; gear and a clutch automatic release mechanism in gear shifting.

starting toothed quadrant gear shaft of starting 5. buffer; gear 6. buffer shaft; cover 8—primary plate; 

shaft. 96



•Primary shaft (9) (Fig. 20) is installed on two ball bearings. The shaft made together with the rims of 

the gears of reverse speed, gears I and Il. Gear wheels of gears Ill and IV are of a mountable type. The 

turning of the gear wheel of gear IV on the shaft is prevented with the aid of a Woodruff key. The  gear 

wheel of gear Ill is connected to the gear wheel of gear IV

•Main shaft 10 is also installed on two ball bearings. It is pro vided with a toothed rim for reverse 

speed sliding gear 20. Press-fitted on the shaft are two splined sleeves 11 whose turning on the shaft 

is prevented. by keys. Gear wheels of gears I, Il, and Ill freely rotate on the cermet bushes and the 

gear wheel of gear IV freely rotates on the bronze bush. The gear wheels are connected to the main 

shaft with the aid of moving gear-shift sleeves 13. There is no special supply of lubricant to the 

friction surfaces.

•Starting Gear. It comprises starting shaft 33 and countershaft 5 with gears. Two gears with twelve 

ratchet teeth on their faces freely rotate on the countershaft. The shaft by its front end is press-fitted 

into the case.

•Toothed quadrant 30 is press-fitted on the starting shaft (on the splines). The quadrant is pressed to 

rubber buffer 5 (Fig. 20) with the aid of a torsion spring.

•The spring is wound by turning of sleeve 1 (Fig. 18), fitted in the front wall of the case, counter-

clockwise through half a revolution.
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MB-650M1
• The long-time coasting or operation of the engine with the released clutch is inadmissible since this results in overheating and failure of the 

clutch thrust bearing. To avoid the difficulties, engage the neutral or gear close to the neutral (I or Il) until complete stopping of the 

motorcycle during slowing-down of the motion. In the event of failure in engaging some gear before starting the motion you are to release 

the clutch operating lever (in this case the primary shaft begins to revolve), then press on the clutch operating lever again and engage the 

gear.

• To engage gear I or reverse gear without impacts in getaway, you are required after releasing the clutch before engaging the gear to wait for 

several seconds until the primary shaft rotation frequency decreases.

• The reverse gear is to be engaged only in the main neutral position which corresponds to the gear-shift mechanism position between gears I 

and Il. This position is indicated by the lighting neutral position indicator pilot lamp. Application of an excessive force for engaging the 

reverse gear in the other positions of the gearshift disk can result in the breakdown. An attempt to engage some forward speed gear, when 

the reverse speed gear is engaged, by applying an excessive force also results in the breakdown. Do not engage and disengage the reverse 

gear by foot.

• The gearbox has one more fixed neutral position between gears ITI and IV. This neutral is to be used in coasting. The neutral position is to be 

found when the clutch is released by the hand lever. To engage gears Ill and IV without impacts after coasting, you are required to increase 

the engine crankshaft rotation frequency and only after that engage the gear.

• During operation in the non-warmed-up gearbox in cold season the noise (crackling) of the starting gear ratchet is possible.  In this case it is 

not recommended to considerably increase the engine crankshaft rotation frequency. As the gearbox becomes warmed up, the noise 

disappears.

• The rubber ring can be installed for more reliable sealing of the joint of the speedometer flexible shaft with the gearbox cover. To prevent the 

fouling, the hollow in which the ring is installed must be filled with grease.
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Gearbox for Dnepr MT-10.36
List Price: 5,000 rubles
(moto.drom.ru)

Gearbox MT804 for MT-10 and MT-10.36

Gearbox for MT-10

List Price: 2,300 rubles

(autobaraholka.com)

Reverse Lever
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Dnepr Gearbox for MT-11 / 16

Dnepr Gearbox

MT-11/16

Part #: KM3-8.15604000

$263.95 restored

(www.ebay.com) Reverse Lever
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Dnepr MT-16 Built in Two Versions
• The Dnepr 16 (MT-16) was built in two versions: KM3-8.922-02 and KM3-8.9226. 

• Both were designed for use with a side-car 

• MT-16 (KM3-8.9226)

• The vehicle was driven by a gearbox with reverse, driving both rear and side wheels. The 

difference was in the engine with a compression ratio increased from 7.0:1 to 8.5:1. The bike 

was available with a one-piece double or two separate saddles.

• MT-16 (KM308.157-01)

• Based on the Dniepr-11 and designed for use without the side-car. It had smaller wheels with 

3.50 x 18 tires, 'faster' main gear ratio (3.89:1), softer front suspension, different front 

mudguard, safety bars etc. Reverse gear was simply factory-blocked and there was warning in 

the manual about unblocking it.

• Dnepr MT-11 MT-16: KMZ-8.155504000 Gearbox
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Change in Dnepr Gearbox

•New Dneprmatic gearbox  

•Note the lack of built-in air filter housing

•Requires plastic air filter can

•Old Dneprmatic gearbox  

•Note built-in air filter casting
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Gearbox (коробки передач) MT-804 (cont.)

• The turn of the disk is carried out with the help of a pawl (dog), which, moving along its roller, acts on the pins of the disk.

• The position of the disk is fixed with a lever lock (51), the tooth of which is inserted into the grooves on the outer side of the disk. The disk 

has six working grooves for fixing the I, II, III and IV gears, the groove of the main neutral position between the I and II gears and the second 

neutral position between the III and IV gears used for coasting. The seventh groove is a technological one.

• In fig. 41, the gearshift mechanism is depicted in the basic neutral position of the gearbox. To switch on the I gear, it is necessary to push 

the front shoulder of the pedal to the full, while the cam crank will turn counterclockwise, and the dog moving forward and pressing the disk 

pin will turn it to the position when the tooth of the lever lock comes into the disc slot for fixing I transfer. During rotation of the disc, its 

groove acts on the spike of the shift forks I and II gears like a profile cam and moves the fork to the position corresponding to the included I 

gear. The spike of the shift fork of III and IV gears remains fixed, since at the time of turning the disc it does not extend beyond the 

concentric part of the second slot of the disc.

• When the foot pedal gear is released, all the details of the shift mechanism, except for the fixed disc and the associated shift forks, are 

automatically returned to their original position.

• Inclusion of II, III and IV gears is made by successive pressing on the back shoulder of the foot pedal until it stops. At the same time, the dog 

makes a series of movements backward, each time turning the switch disk to an angle of 50º, equal to the step between the pins, and 

returning to its original position after removing the force from the pedal. The tongue of the dog at the moment the gear is engaged enters 

the gap between the pins of the disk 48. When the dog returns to its original position, its protrusion, sliding its external bevel along the pin, 

causes the dog to overcome the force of the spring 54 to turn on the axle and get out of the engagement with the pins.

• The order of movement of the forks when turning the disk is determined by the configuration of the slots in the disk 48, which is chosen so 

that when moving one fork, the second remains stationary. This ensures that it is impossible to activate two gears simultaneously.

• The gearshift mechanism has a device for signaling the main neutral position of the gearbox (between I and II gears). The device consists of 

a sensor spring and a neutral position sensor 49, which is an insulated contact screwed into a threaded hole in the wall of the gearbox 

housing against the shift disk. The sensor is wired to the signal lamp installed in the headlight housing. The spring of the sensor is riveted 

to the disk 48 and the main neutral position of the disk touches the sensor, closing the electrical circuit of the signal lamp, which then lights 

up.
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1 - intermediate shaft; 2 - primary shaft; 3-clutch 

release rod; 4 – dip-stick with breather; 5 - crankcase; 6 

- spurious gear; 7 - parasitic gear axis; 8 - gasket; 9 -

cover; 10 - reverse handle; 11 - clutch release lever; 12 -

disk elastic coupling; 13 - secondary shaft; 14 -

adjusting bolt; 15 - drain plug; 16 - shaft with kick-start 

(trigger) sector (quadrant); 17 - gear shift

• MT-9, MT-10, MT-10.36, MT-11, MT-12, MT-16, MB-750M and MB-650

• Two-shaft, four-speed transmission with reverse gear and automatic 

disengagement of the MT804.

• Reverse gear, power shift clutch mechanism when changing gears.

• Gearboxes can be retro-fitted on the K-750, K-750M, K-650 Dnepr 

(Kiev) motorcycles and on latest Ural motorcycles.

• In case of replacing the boxes of previous releases, need to shorten 

the drive shaft.

• For the shaft of the construction of the Dnepr, this can be done with 

the help of a permutation of the retaining ring, which is located at the 

rear end of the cardan shaft. If necessary, cut another groove in the 

shaft, slightly shortening the cardan fork. Fork and shaft can also be 

connected with a pin. The shaft is shortened from the side of the 

cardan joint by such a value that the end of the shaft is removed from 

the oil can for a distance of at least 3 mm.

• On motorcycles of the Kiev motorcycle factory of models K-750, K-

750M, it is possible that the spring cardan disk and the frame will 

touch. In this case, make bevels on the disk frame. In contrast to the 

gearbox of previous releases, the neutral switching mechanism is set 

by the foot pedal using the flashlight indicator, which is mounted on 

the dashboard.

• Unlike the previous gearbox, the case consists of a crankcase and 

one cover. A cardboard gasket is installed between the crankcase and 

the cap, which is lubricated with a grease, for example, Litol-24. The 

gasket does not stick to metal surfaces and remains on the cover or 

crankcase during disassembly.

MT-804 Dnepr Gearbox Retro-Fit
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MT-804 Dnepr Gearbox: Reducing the Size of Propeller (drive) Shaft (cont.)

Reducing the size of the propeller (drive) shaft

The pair of disk clutch spring bikes 

motorcycle: 1 - bevel on the disk. 2 -

maximum allowable position of the 

spring clutch plate. 3 - commanding 

position of the disk: 4 - bevel on the 

frame

•Many of the Ural and Dnepr motorcycle nodes are interchangeable.: 

1.) Different length of the clutch rod: Ural shaft is shorter and it just does not fit.  With the Dnepr differs 

exceptionally long. 

2.) Different lengths of cardan shafts: either look for an adjustable Dnepr or trim Ural. There is an important 

point to cut so that the cardan fell into the ball of the output shaft.

3. ) The Ural frame is shorter than the Dnepr and therefore the bottom of the bottom will be very close, at least 

my stool is IMZ-8.103.  In the frame of the M-66 put a dneprokorobku without torments will not get - this frame 

is even shorter.  Some craftsmen really "saw" the pendulum - but this is a bad option for me. 

• That's all.  Now you can enjoy the soft and precise work of PPC. Oh yeah, from the advantages of the 

dneprokorobki I forgot to add the presence of a neutral between each transmission - this is really convenient.  

Plus, those who are not satisfied with something in it - it can be easily disassembled and easily modified.
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Dnepr Modification to Employ the MT804 Gearbox, Prior to the MT-9

• To improve reliability and durability, cermet gears were used in gears of the first, second, and 

third gears of the output shaft, and bronze bushings in gear gears of the fourth gear.

• The trigger mechanism is made of a two-stage with a multi-tooth ratchet and a toothed sector. 

Alteration of the elastic coupling disc.

The thin line shows the previous profile. 

Although the MT840 gearbox is 15 mm longer than the previous one, it can be
installed on all Dnepr models, with small modifications. It’s not suitable for Urals.106



Auto De-Clutching Mechanism http://www.sovietsteeds.com/galleries/displayimage.php?album=12&pos=39

•Anytime the shifter is pressed, this rod pushes on an adjustment bolt (not pictured) on the bottom 

of the clutch slave lever, thereby having the same effect as pulling the clutch by hand at the lever.

•Sorry Ural owners; only original on Dnepr's. However, can be fitted to Urals. 
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110
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Bearing
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LH Cover of 
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Bearing
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303

Radial Ball 

Bearing

Primary Shaft

6-205

Radial Ball 

Bearing

Primary Shaft

MT804 Bearings

 

 

 

 

 

Ball bearing (304)

Dnepr 11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

List Price: $24.95

(soviet-moto.com)

Bearing 304

Fits: Dnepr, Ural 650cc, K-750

Part #: 304

List Price: $6.00 

(www.ebay.com)

Ball Bearing for 6205 Gearbox, 25x52x15 

Part #: 6205 (6-205K)

K-750/MB-750

High quality bearings

Vendor ID: 000.102

List Price: 5.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Ball Bearing for Indirect Shaft of 6205, 25x52x15

M-72/K-750/MB-750/650

High quality bearings

Part #: 6205 2RS C3 (6-205K) 

Vendor ID: 000.982

List Price: 8.00€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Ball Bearing 6303 for Indirect Shaft, 17x47x14

High quality bearings Dnepr/MB-650

Part #: 6303 2RS

Vendor ID: 000.107

List Price: 3.65€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Bearing 205 (gearbox input shaft)

List Price: 45 rubles

(dneprmoto.com.ua)

Ball Bearing 6304 of Main Shaft, 20x52x15 

K-750/MB-750/MB-650

High Quality Bearings 

Part #: 6304 

Vendor ID: 000.983

List Price: 6.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu/c

Needle Bearing Gearbox Rear

Fits: Ural 650, DNEPR MT, K-750, M-72

Dia: Ø 32mm, inside 15mm, high 20mm

Part #: 874901

List Price: $16.46

(www.ebay.com)

Needle Bearing

Fits: Dnepr MT-9, MT-10-36, K-750, MB-750

Part #: 874901

List Price: $10.00 new

(Wwww.ebay.com)
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Set of Rubber Repair Gaskets and Seals for Dnepr 650cc

Set of rubber repair gaskets and seals DNEPR MT

The set includes: 

•Cylinder head rocker cover gasket MT80152, 2 pc. 

•Sump gasket MT801162, 1pc. 

•Cylinder push rod tube sealing cap 801309-01, 4pc. 

•Crankshaft seal 801190 60x85x12, 1pc. 

•Main shaft seal 7204151 32x45x8, 1pc. 

•Secondary shaft seal 7204156 36x48x8, 1pc. 

•Rubber seal MT804103 16x30x7, 1pc. 

•Kick-starter shaft seal 20x34x8, 1pc. 

•Distributor box seal 7201124-A 16x30x7, 1pc. 

•Rubber o-ring MT804129, 1pc. 

•Rubber o-ring MT801211, 1pc. (crankshaft)

•Rubber o-ring 7203207, 1pc. (clutch release)

•Rubber gasket MT801303, 2pc. 

•Rubber o-ring MT804571, 1pc. 

•Rubber o-ring MT804129, 1pc. 

•Rubber o-ring MT804571, 3pc 

•Rubber o-ring MT804311, 1pc

List Price: $13.99

(russiangarage.com)
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Dnepr Gearbox Gasket Set

Gearbox Gasket Set Dnepr w/o Reverse Gear

Vendor ID: S4674-Dn

List Price: 6.99€

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Gearbox gasket set Dnepr

(Dnepr-11/16

List Price: $10

(soviet-moto.com)

Gearbox Gasket Set for MT804

MT-11/16, MB-750, MB-650

Vendor ID: 003.203

€ 17.50 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)
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Oil Seal Ring Set for Dnepr MT804 Gearbox

Oil Seal Ring Set Gearbox Dnepr MT804, 

12 pcs (EU)

Part #’s: 

1. 7204151

2. 7204152

3. KMZ-8.15204155

4. MT804130

5. MT804131

6. MT804134

7. KMZ-8.12504156

8. 7204157

9. 7204154

10.75004122

11.75004123

12.75004125

13.MT804571

14.MT804129

15.MT804311

16.7203207 

List: 9.96€

(moto-boxer.com)
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Set of 4 pcs. seals gearbox repair DNEPR MT

Set includes: 

•1x Main shaft seal 7204151 32x45x8 

•1x Secondary shaft seal 7204156 36x48x8 

•1x Kick-starter shaft seal 20x34x8 

•1x Rubber seal MT804103 16x30x7 

List Price: $4.99

(russiangarage.com)

Set seals gearbox Dnepr, MT 

(Dnepr-11/16)

List Price: $4

(soviet-moto.com)



Part # Sealed Part Dimension (mm)

OD ID H

7504122 Kick-start shaft seal 53 19 8

7204151 Primary shaft seal 45 31.5 7

7204152

KMZ-8.15204155

KMZ-8.15204156 Secondary shaft seal 48 36 8

MT804130 Gearbox crank shaft 30 15.8 7

MT804131

MT804134

7204154

7204157

7204122 Starting gear shaft 

(original code is 

75004123)

19 19.5 8.5

7204123

7204125

MT804571 Rubber ring 16 2.5

MT804129 Rubber ring

MT804311 Rubber ring 24 2.5

7203207 Rubber ring

Primary shaft Gland 

(32x45x7)

Part #: 7204151

List Price: 4.00€

(easthighway.com)

Kick-Start Shaft Seal (2*20*34)

Part #: МТ75004122

List Price: 2.5€

www.ebay.de/it

Collar (2.2-16x30-1)

Part #; MT804130

List Price: 2.00€

(easthighway.com)

Rubber Ring

Part #:MT804129

1.90

(easthighway.com)
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Secondary Shaft Seal (36x48x8)

Part #: KMZ-8.15204156

List Price: 4.00€ 

(easthighway.com)

Starting Shaft Gland 

(2.2-20x34-1)

Part #: 75004122

3.45€

(easthighway.com)

Rubber Ring

Part #: 7203207

List Price: 2.00€

(easthighway.com)

Rubber Ring

Part #: MT804311

1.90

(easthighway.com)

Rubber Ring

Part #: MT804571

List Price: 1.90

(easthighway.com)

Starting Shaft Seal (53x19x7)

Part #: 7204122

List Price: 5.60€ 

(easthighway.com)

Kickstarter Seal 20x34x8 

for MT804 Gearbox

Dnepr MB-650 

Part #: 75004122

Vendor ID: 000.069

List Price: € 3.53 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Starting Shaft Seal, Dnepr, MT

Dnepr-11/16

List Price: $1

(soviet-moto.com)

Seal, Kickstarter (53x19x8)

Part #: 7204122-A

List Price: 6.00€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu/)

Sealing Ring, 16 x 2.5 

for Gearbox MT804

Vendor ID: 000.070

Part #: MT804571

List Price: 1.00€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu) 

Ring MT804571

Part #: MT804571

List Price: 0.70€ 

(pood.intermoto.ee) 

Gearbox Cover, O-Ring

MT-11/16

Part #: MT804129

List Price: 1.50€ New

(easthighway.com) 

Gearbox Cover, O-Ring, Small

Part #: MT804129

List Price: 1.23€ New

(moto-boxer.com) 

Sealing Ring, Gearbox MT804, Large

Part #: MT804311

List Price: 2.09€ 

(moto-boxer.com) 

Sealing Ring, 24x2.5, Large

MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804311

List Price: 1.90€ 

(www.easthighway.com) 

Oil Seal (MT804) Gearbox (Seals) Glands 



Kickstart Lever MT804, with rubber

Painted black or zinc-plated.

ref. MT804621, MT804623, MT804624 

List Price: 49.20€

(moto-boxer.com)

Kick-Start Lever for MT804 Gearbox
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Pawl Axle, Dnepr  (gearbox MT804)

L = 148 mm 

Vendor ID: 003.881

List Price: 7.50€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Axle, Fork Gears Shifter, Dnepr (gearbox MT804)

L = 161 mm 

Vendor ID: 003.880

List Price: 7.50€  

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

2 Stopper, DNEPR (gearbox MT804)

Part #:MT80362

Vendor ID: 003.898

List Price: 3.70€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu) 



Splined Gear-Change Conversion Kit for Gearbox MT804

Gearchange splined conversion kit MT804

Conversion kit to install the splined gear shaft and gear lever. 

ref. KMZ-8.15204614 (KM3-8.15204614)

ref. KMZ-8.15204615 (KM3-8.15204615) 

ref. KMZ-8.15204617 (KM3-8.15204617)

List Price: 42.93€

(moto-boxer.com)

Gearshift Shaft with Reverse, Dnepr

Part #: KMZ-8.15204617

Vendor ID: 003.771

List Price: 12.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)
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Dnepr Gearbox with Reverse Gear

Gearbox with Reverse Gear

(applicable for all Dnepr models with long frame (M-72, MT-9, K-650, K-750, MT-12) 

Vendor ID: S405

List Price: 499.00€

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Gearbox Cover, Aluminum

(for all Dnepr gearboxes with reverse gear and w/o Electric Starter)

Vendor ID: S408

List Price: 59.99€

(www.ural-zentrale.de)
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Bushings for 1st (MT804413), 2nd and 3rd (MT804415), and 4th (MT804414) Pinions

Bushing

List Price: MT804413)

Dnepr 11/16, MT9, MT10-36

List Price: $1.65

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Bushing for 1st Gear Pinion

Part #: MT804413 

Vendor ID: 004.244

List Price: 4.50€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Bushing (MT804415)

Dnepr 11/16, MT9, MT10-36

List Price: $1.45

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Bushing for 3 and 2.Gear Pinion

Part #: MT804415

Vendor ID: 004.243

List Price: 4.50€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Bushing 
Part #: MT804414
Dnepr 11/16, MT9, MT10-36
List Price: $3.95
(dnepr-kiev.com)

4th Gear Pinion Bushing

Part #: MT804414

Vendor ID: 004.242

List Price: 4.50€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

4th Gear Floating Bushing 

MT804, brass

Part #:. MT804414 

List Price: 9.84€ NOS

(moto-boxer.com)
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Reverse Gears (MT804411 and MT804595) for Gearbox MT804

Reverse Gear

Part #: MT804411

List Price: 20.00€ New

(easthighway.com)

Reverse Gear 17- teeth

Part #: MT804595

Vendor ID: 000.601

List Price: € 15.00

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Part #: MT804595

Dnepr MT-11/16, 

MT-9, MT-10.36

List Price: $8.75 

(www.ebay.com)

Reverse Gear 

Part #: MT804411 

(Dnepr-11/16)

List Price: $15.00

(soviet-moto.com)

Reverse Gear, Dnepr

Part #: MT804411

Vendor ID: 000.606

List Price: 16.00€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Reverse Gear, Dnepr

MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804411

List Price: 20.00€ 

(easthighway.com)

Reverse Gear, Dnepr

MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804411

List Price: $14.95

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Reverse Gear

(шестерня заднего хода)

Part #: MT804411

(dneprmoto.com.ua)

Reverse Gear (MT804411) 

(Dnepr-11/16)

List Price: $15

(soviet-moto.com)

Reverse Gear, Dnepr

MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804411

List Price: $13.46

(www.ebay.com)
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MT-804 Gearbox: Dnepr MT-9 Gear-Shifting Mechanism

•Four gears for moving forward are engaged by spline couplings (13) on the secondary shaft, 
which are driven along the shaft with gear forks. Forks with special protrusions are included in the 
figured cutouts of the switching disk. When the disk is rotated, the forks receive a corresponding 
movement along the roller (6) installed in the crankcase. The switch disk has three pins and a 
neutral sensor spring. In the neutral position of the spring on the sensor through an insulated 
contact closes the electrical circuit of the signal lamp, located on the spotlight. When the foot is 
pressed on one of the pedal footswitch shoulders, the shaft (9) of the shift connected to the crank 
cam receives a swinging movement. In the crank pin is installed, which is included in the groove 
of the dog, sliding on a smooth roller.

•The dog, acting on one of the pins of the switching disk, turns it. The disk is fixed with the help of 
lever hooks =

• sator. The reverse gear is activated by handle (5) (fig. 19), located with

1 - intermediate shaft; 2 - trigger lever; 3 - wedge bolt: 4 - starting shaft; 5 - buffer rubber sector trigger; 6 -

buffer pad; 7 – kick-start (trigger) sector of the gear shaft; 8 - primary shaft. 118



Synchronizers 
•Most manual motorcycle gearboxes have "constant mesh" gears which are always mated but may rotate 

freely on a shaft until locked by a toothed sliding collar or "dog clutch". 

•Since the gears are always rotating and can only be accessed sequentially, synchromesh is not generally 

needed. To save space, both shafts may contain a mixture of fixed and free-spinning gears, with some gears 

built into the sliding parts. 

•Basically a synchronizer speeds/slows the slider teeth that are attempting to mesh with the gear you selected 

so that they can interlock smoothly. Because there are very many teeth on the side of the gear and slider, 

attempting to mesh the spinning teeth with the much slower teeth causes them to grind which is the noise 

you hear if you try to shift a manual car without using the clutch. This is the synchro being overridden.

• In a motorcycle, there are basically 4–5 big pockets in the gear and the same number of big lugs on the slider 

that engages with it. This means that even at some speed as long as enough force is used the lugs are very 

likely to slide into the pockets and catch the gear.

•So your answer is basically that motorcycles don’t need to use them! Their sequential dog-tooth gearbox 

relies on a certain style of operation that makes synchronizing speeds unnecessary.

•The real question is, why don’t cars use sequential gearboxes? You can find them on race cars but not on 

street cars. I suspect there are a few reasons for this. One is that you must use sufficient input force to shift 

the dog-box or it won’t engage and will damage the lugs. On a groggy morning most drivers don’t want to 

shove the stick hard, but a motorcycle has much smaller components and doesn’t require a lot of force. 

Another reason to not use a sequential is that all the gears must be gone through in order! Imagine having to 

always go down from 5–1 for every stop light instead of slipping the box into neutral.
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Dog Gears in a Dog Ring Gearbox 
• No synchromesh to even out the difference in speed between one gear and another. 

• Gears do not have this cone which causes the synchronization of gear speeds.

• A common misconception is that dog ring gear boxes have straight cut (spur) gears.

• Most modern automobile manual transmissions use synchronizers – conical brass rings attached 

to each drive gear – to match the rotational speed of the drive and dog gears during shifts.

• Without synchronizers, these gears would clash as they try to mate.

• Transmissions without synchronizers require a shifting technique called double clutching to 

engage the gears smoothly.

Gear Bushing 3rd / 4th Gear

Groove and dogs for Ural gearbox 3rd / 4th gear

Vendor ID: S4676-34

List Price: 17.99€ 

(www.ural-zentrale.de)
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Speed Synchronizer, Dnepr

Part #: МТ804417

List Price: 8.00€

(www.ebay.it)

Coupling on Output Shaft, Dnepr

Part #: MT804417

List Price: 40 rubles

(prom.ua)

Speed Synchronizer/ Coupling Gear for Gearbox MT804

Synchronizing Gear for MT804

Part #: MT804417 

Vendor ID: 000.619

List Price: 12.00€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Coupling Gear for Gearbox MT804

MT-11/16, MT-10.36, MT-9

Part #: MT804417 

List  Price: 12.10€ 

(easthighway.com)

Couplings

Part #: MT 804419 + MT 804417

List Price: 150 UAH / set

(moto-velo.prom.ua)

Dnepr MT Gearbox Gear Sleeve for Selectors Coupling Slider

Part #: МТ804417 

List Price: £5.50 

(www.ebay.co.uk)

A synchronizer is part of a synchro-mesh manual 
gearbox that allows the smooth engagement of gears. 

Speed Synchronizer for MT804

MT-11,16, MT-10.36, MT-9

Part #: MT804419

Vendor ID: 000.485

List Price: 19.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Speed Synchronizer for MT804

Part #: MT804419

Vendor ID: 000.485

List Price: 20.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Coupling for Dnepr 11/16, MT-9,

MT-10.36

Part #: MT804419

List Price: $8.75

(www.ebay.com)
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Fork, Gears Shifter for Gearbox

Part #: MT804557

Vendor ID: 000.490

List Price: 10.08€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Fork for 1st and 2nd gears

Part #: MT804557

List Price: 80 rubles

(dneprmoto.com.ua)

Shifting fork (MT804557)

Dnepr 11/16, MT9, MT10-37, K-750, MB-750

List Price: $6.99

dnepr-kiev.com

Fork for 3rd & 4th gear

Part #: MT804559

List Price: 80 rubles

(dneprmoto.com.ua)

Fork, Gear Shifter

Part #: MT804561-A

Vendor ID: 000.491

List Price: 10.08€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Shifting fork (MT804561-A)

Dnepr 11/16, MT9, MT10-37, K-750, MB-750

Part #: MT804561-A

List Price: $6.99

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Gear-Shifter Forks for Gearbox MT804 

Spring

Dnepr 11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36, K-750, MB-750

Part #: MT804537

List Price: $1.45 

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Spring

Dnepr 11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36, K-750, MB-750

Part #: MT804537

List Price: $1.36 

(www.ebay.com)

Gear Shift Spring Mechanism

List Price:  $12.00

(www.uralne.com)

Spring

Dnepr MT-10.36

Part #: MT804537

List Price: 4.85€

(easthighway.com)

#2 Spring for Selector Lever

Vendor ID: 003.884

List Price: 6.00€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Selector Shaft Return Spring

Part #: MT804537

List Price: 4.9€ 

(www.ural-zentrale.de)
Spring gear gearbox Dnepr, MT 

(Dnepr-11/16)

List Price: $2

(soviet-moto.com)
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Speedometer Gear and for Final Drive Ratio of 8x37 

Speedometer Gear

Dnepr K-750, K-750M, MT-11/16

Part #: 7204245

List Price: 10.66€ New

(easthighway.com)

Speedometer Gear

Dnepr MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: 7204245

List Price: $5.89 

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Speedometer Gear for Final Drive Ratio 8x37 

M-72, Dnepr K-750, MB-750, MB-650, K-650, 

Ural M-61, Ural 650 

Part #: 7204245

List Price: 14.76€

(moto-boxer.com)

Speedometer Gear

Dnepr MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: 7204245

List Price: $5.36 

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Speedometer Gear Bushing, Stainless (EU)

M-72, K-750, MB-750, MB-650, K-650, M-61, Ural 650 

Part #: 7204232

List Price: 12.92€

(moto-boxer.com)

Bushing

M-72, K-750, MT-9, MT-10.36, K-750M, Ural

Part #: 7204232

List Price: 5.10€ New China

(easthighway.com)
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Woodruff Key for Gearbox Input & Output Shaft

Key 5X6

M-72, Dnepr MT-9 MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804425, 7204226

List Price: 1.50€ New

(easthighway.com)

Gearbox Input & Output Shaft Woodruff Key

M-72, M-61, K-750, MB-750, MB-650, K-650, Dnepr, Ural 650 

Part #: MT804425 

List Price: 2.46€

(moto-boxer.com)

Kick-Start Shaft Wedge Bolt w/nut

Fits: M-72, M-61, K-750, MB-750, MB-650, K-650, Ural 650 

Part #: 7204417 (bolt) + 250511 (nut)

List Price: 2.83€

(moto-boxer.com)

Kick-Start Shaft Wedge Bolt w/nut (RU)

Fits: M-72, M-61, K-750, MB-750, MB-650, K-650, Ural 650 

Part #: 7204417 (bolt) + 250511 (nut)

List Price: 3.44€

(moto-boxer.com) 124

Washer for Gearbox MT804

Part #: MT804516

Vendor ID: 006.530

List Price: 4.00€ 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Input shaft internal star washer

Part #: MT804516

List Price: 7.38€ NOS

(moto-boxer.com/)

Washer for Gearbox MT804

Part #: MT804516

Vendor ID: 006.530

List Price: 2.10€ New

(easthighway.com)



Kick-Start Shaft Quadrant for MT804 Gearbox

Kick-Start Shaft Quadrant Gear

Part #: MT804593 

List Price: 24.60€ NOS

(moto-boxer.com)

Kick-Start Shaft Dnepr

Part #: MT804591

Vendor ID: 000.508

List Price: 30.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Kick-Start Shaft 

Dnepr gearbox MT804)

Part #: MT804590 

Vendor ID: 000.509

List Price: 25.20€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Kick-Starter Shaft

Part #: MT804591

Vendor ID: 004.845

List Price: 22.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Kickstarter shaft Dnepr, old style

Kickstarter shaft for all Dnepr gearboxes with reverse gear 

and wedge bolt fixing (S403)

List Price: 39.50€ 

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Quadrant

Part #: MT804593

Dnepr 11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

List Price: $15.75

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Kick-Start Shaft Assembly

Dnepr, MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804590

List Price: $26.51

(www.ebay.com)
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Kick-Starter and Primary Shaft Reverse Spring, Spring Tensors

Kick-Starter Spring, Gearbox MT804

Part #: MT804587

Vendor ID: 006.533

List Price: 4.50€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Kick-Starter Spring for Gearbox MT804

MT-11,16, MT-10.36, MT-9

Part #: MT804587

List Price: 2.60€

(easthighway.com)

Spring Dnepr gearbox

Part #: MT804587

List Price: 1.99€

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Spring Dnepr gearbox

Part #: MT804587

List Price: 2.20€

(www.henriksson.ee)

Spring

Part #: MT804563

Dnepr MT-11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

$2.66

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Kick-Starter Spring 

Part #: MT804563

Vendor ID: 004.472

€ 8.00 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Kick-Start Spring

Ural, Dnepr

List Price: $8.99 New

(www.ebay.com)

Spring

Dnepr MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804563

List Price: $5.00 New

(www.ebay.com)

Kick-Start Return Spring

Ural, Dnepr

List Price: $10.00 New

(www.ebay.com)

Bushing (MT804567-B)

Dnepr 11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

List Price: $6.95

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Kick-Starter Spring Tensor Dnepr

Part #: MT804567-W

Vendor ID: 000.569

List Price: 8.07€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)
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Kickstarter Gear, Dnepr

Part #: MT804583-01

Vendor ID: 000.496

List Price: 8.07€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)
Kick-Starter Gear (MT804581-01)

Dnepr MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Vendor ID: 000.496

List Price: 8.07€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Kickstart Intermediate Gears MT804

Part #: MT804581 + MT804583 

List Price: 32.96€ Set NOS

(moto-boxer.com)

Kick-Starter Gear for Gearbox MT804 

Pair of Gears

MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

MT804581-01, MT804583-01

(www.ebay.com)

Pair of Gears 

MT-9, MT-10.36, MT-11/16

Part #: MT804581-01, MT804583-01

List Price: $18.90 

(nepr-kiev.com)

Pair of gears

MT-11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

Part #: MT804581-01, MT804583-01

List Price: $21.00

(dnepr-kiev.com)
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Kick-Starter Quarter Gear 

Dnepr (gearbox MT804)

Part #: MT804593

Vendor ID: 000.483

List Price: 25.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Quadrant Gear

Part #: MT804593

Dnepr MT-11/15

List Price: 17.20€

(pood.intermoto.ee)

Kick-Starter Quarter Gear 

Dnepr (gearbox MT804)

Part #: MT804593

List Price: 31.98€

(moto-boxer.com)

Kickstart gear / teeth segment

For all Dnepr gearboxes 

with reverse gear

Part#: MT804593

List Price: 17.99€

(www.ural-zentrale.de)

Quadrant

Part #: MT804593

Dnepr 11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

List Price: $15.75

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Dnepr Kick-Start Gear

Fits: MT-10, MT-11 and MT-12  

Part #: (www.ebay.co.uk)



Gear for Gearbox MT804

Part #: MT804305

MT-11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36

List Price: $8.79 

(www.ebay.com)

Indirect Shaft Driving 4th Gear

Dnepr (Gearbox MT804)

Part #: MT804305

Vendor ID: 000.640

€ 10.00 

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Indirect Shaft Driving 3rd Gear

Part #: MT804303

Vendor ID: 000.608

List Price: 10.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

3rd Gear on Primary Shaft

Part #: MT804303

List Price: 75 rubles

(dneprmoto.com.ua)

Gear 

Part #: MT804303

List Price: $10

(soviet-moto.com)

4th Gear, Primary Shaft

Part #: МТ804305 

List Price: £6.60 

(www.ebay.co.uk)

4th Gear, Primary Shaft

Part #: MT804305

List Price: 75.00 rubles

(dneprmoto.com.ua)

Gear (MT804305)

List Price: $10

(soviet-moto.com)

Indirect Shaft Driving Gears 3rd (MT804303) and 4th (MT804305) for Gearbox MT804

Gears 3rd and 4th Input Shaft Dnepr

List Price: 150 rubles / set

(prom.ua)
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Kick-Start Lever Rubber for Gearbox MT804

Rubber Kick-Starter Peg Motorcycles 

Ural M-72, K-750 Dnepr MT-10 KMZ

Part #: MT804624-01

List Price: $7.95 NOS

(www.ebay.com)

Kick-Starter Pedal Rubber Shaft

Dnepr MT-11/16, MT-9, MT-10.36 

Part #: MT804624-01

List Price: $1.60

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Kick-Start Lever Rubber

Length ~78 mm. 

Part #: MT804624 

List Price: 1.97€

(moto-boxer.com)

Kick-Start Pedal rubber Shaft A1

Fits: Dnepr-11/16

Part #: MT804624-01

List Price: $3

(soviet-moto.com)
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